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SUMMARY
Research at Texas A&M University under NASA Grant NsG 239-_2
now consists of ten major projects which are covered in this report.
Of the ten projects, eight were being pursued at the time of the
last seml-annual report i.e., Projects 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, i0, II, and
13. Project 2 concerning a Biological Waste Utilization System
was discontinued when it was determined that NASA has no real
interest in this area. Project 12 on the Effects of Irradiation
on the Heart was also discontinued d_e to the loss of the principal
investigator. Projects 14 and 15 have been originated since the
last report.
A supplement to this report, on project #8, is being provided
as a separate document. The supplement is on the subject of
Linear Elastic Shell Theory and should prove valuable to persons
interested in that field.
This report contains only a technical presentation on the
various projects. The fiscal report is submitted quarterly on
NASA forms 1030 and 1031.
Of interest is the fact that construction is underway on the
new Space Research Complex at Texas A&M. The new complex will be
completed in the summer of 1960 and will provide approximately
70,000 square feet of space for space research and related
activities.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY PROJECT NO. 3"
RADIAL HEAT TRANSFER FROI_i A PLAS_4A STREAt,i
RADIAL HEAT TRANCFER FROM A PLASMA STREAM
Project Investigators :
Dr. P. T. Eubank, Department of Chemical Engineering
i4. J. R. Johnson, Graduate Assistant
This report concerns an experimental heat transfer appa-
ratus previously constructed and calibrated for the calorimetric
determination of heat transfer coefficients. Heat from a
plasma flame flowing in a circular tube at atmospheric pressure
is passed to the inside pipe walls, which are maintained at a
low temperature with water as the coolant. The modes of forced
convection (hcv), radiation (hR) , and conduction (hoD) have
been studied using electrically-generated plasmas of helium,
argon, and nitrogen at temperatures to 15,000 oK. Apparatus
variables including average plasma temperature (Tp), the gas
used in generation of the plasma, longitudinal distance from
the point of plasma generation (L), orifice to tube ratic_c
(Ro/R) , configuration of the plasma generation section or
nozzle, and mass flow rate of the plasma stream (Wp) are
known to affect the total heat transfer coefficient (hT) ,
where
h T - hey + hR + hoD (I)
It is estimated that the data has an accuracy of 5_.
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Progress to Date
All experimental data for the first stage of this project
has been obtained. Approximately seventy experimental runs for
each of the three gases have been obtained over variable Wp and
power input, which is closely related, of course, to T_.. Values
of the physical parameters--vlscosity _), thermal conductivity
(k), heat capacity (Cp), and free electron density (Ne)--were
found in the literature over the temperature range desired.
These results are shown in part by Table I where E is the input
voltage, I the input amperage, Tw the inner tube wall temperature,
T 2 the outlet cooling water temperature, T 1 the inlet cooling
water temperature, W the water flow rate, Q the rate of heat
transfer per cooling chamber, H the inlet average plasma
P
Hp the average plasma enthalpy for eachenthalpy to each chamber,
chamber, _p the corresponding temperature, and hT the total
heat transfer coefficient.
Theory
From Equation (I) and the theory of heat transfer rates
by the individual modes, it may be found that
- c3 c4
hT = C1 (2R/L) C2 Tp Wp
i kdt
÷ !Tw
2RTp
(2)
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where R is the tube inner radius, CI, C2, C3, _ are arbitrary
constants, and
. , r },,,Q/ 1.4 x I0"34N e e" _-_-0
A"
according to the _amers model for radiation.
Initially, Equation (3) together with photographs of the
plasma flame, Figure i, were used to predict radiant and con-
ductive heat transfer by a "simple hot core" model. The entire
plasma enthalpy was assumed to be contained in the core defined
by the photographs. Within the core the temperature profile
was assumed to be flat at T .
P
}-An improved model for prediction of the temperature in the
radial dlreetlon at a fixed longitudinal distance has been
developed assuming the gas at the hot core interface is at its
ionization temperature (Ti). Experimental temperature profiles
of Grey I have been made dimensionless and similarity assumed
with the present work. If, for example, a parabola is indicated,
the two constants are adjusted until in agreements with the
macr_copic measurements of this work.
The second term on the MS of Equation (2) is then com-
puted for each differential cylinder or sleeve-llke element with-
in the hot core. Similarly, the conduction term is modified
and Equation (2) becomes
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Fig. la. Helium
Fig. lb. Argon
Fig. ic. Nitrogen
hT C1 (2R/L) C2 % c3" WpC¢4
+_ k dT
(5)
(Ti-Tw) n
Rp
/ 1.4 x 10 -34 Ne2jwhere qj = Le" (840/Tpj) ":, e7 (,53,800/Tpj)_
Conclusions
Analysis of the experimental data with the model presented
above results in the following generalizations:
1. Radiation and conduction are not important at the tempera-
ture levels investigated, but promise to become so at
slightly higher values.
. The dependence of the forced convection heat transfer
coefficient (now equal to hT) on the average plasma
temperature is nil.
o
A clear dependence of the coefficient on Wp, (2R/L),
and the gas physical properties is apparent.
1 ISA Transactlons: 4(I02-115) 1965.
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Equation (4) may then be simplified for this work to
C4
hT = hcv= c5 (2R/L)c_ Wp (_)
where the constants C5, C2, and C4 are understood to depend on
the gas. Correlation of these constants with the experimental
results, which is near completion, will terminate the initial
phase of this project.
A second phase is planned as the Ph.D. research for i_.
J. R. Johnson. After slight modification of the apparatus and
purchase of a much larger generator_ similar data will be
obtained at temperatures to 100,000°K. Also, studies of energy
drain from the plasma by external magnetic fields and the
effect on heat transfer rates and control of the plasma stream
are planned.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY PROJECT NO. 5
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN THE SOLUTIONS OF
ATOMIC AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS PROBLEMS
/© COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN THE SOLUTIONS OF
ATOMIC AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS PROBLEMS
1%
i
Project Investigators
Dr. E. R. Keown, Professor of Mathematics
Mr. D. L. Hardcastle, Graduate Assistant
Mr. D. R. Wiff, Graduate Assistant
I. Introduction
This is a report on the continuation of Project 5, previously
entitled '_ Mathematical Investigation of the Structure of the Light
Metals." The same mathematical techniques are being used with the
semi-conducting crystalline solids as were used in investigating the
band structures of beryllium. The Augmented Plane Wave te_|miq_u_ JS
now being applied to other solids. First_ to crystals with diamond
symmetry, and later, it is anticipated, to crystals with zinc-blende
symmetry. This report consists of two parts: The first is ia dis-
cussion of D. R. Wiff on his_energy band calculations for germanium
and the second is a discussion of D. L. Hardcastle of his calculations
on atomic lithium.
Computer runs involved in this research are not included in this
report but are available at Texas A&M.
II. Preliminary ,Energy Bands of Germanium _!'_ _, _ _ _ "
This section of the report contains a discussion of the pre-
liminary investigation which will eventually result in theoretical
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band calculations for Germanium and Silicon crystals. These crystals
have a diamond crystalline structure. Also involved are crystals of
the zinc-blende type which have diamond-llke translational symmetry,
but do have the same rotational synlnetry as do diamond-like crystals.
III. Details of the Calculation
A successful energy band calculation for Carbon with diamond
crystalline structure has been carried out by Dr. E. R. Keown, using
the Augmented Plane Wave Method of J. C. Slater by means of a program
coded by J. H. Wood with minor revisions by C. Nielson to permit
running under Fortran Monitor control. This work has been fully
reported in PROGRESS REPORT TO THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, August 1964. Due to the success of this ea]culstion
by the Augmented Plane Wave Method, an investigation of Germanium
was begun. The Germanium crystal was chosen due to the voluminous
experimental data available and the lack of a precise theoretical
band calculation.
This investigation#was begun using the basic crystal potential
obtained from the (Is) 2 (2s) 2 (2p) 6 (3s) 2 (3P) 6 (3d) I0 (4s) 2 (4P) 2
configuration of the germanium atom. This potential was calculated
by the Herman-Skillman program I as modified by L. F. Mattheiss to
include superposition of potentials from neighboring sites. The
result of this calculation with an average potential of 0.332708
#
All numerical values are in Atomic Units unless otherwise stated.
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between the APW spheres is presented graphically in figure 2, with
the notation indicated in figure I. From physical reasoning and
the results of F. Bassani and M. Yoshime 2 in their Orthogonal Plane
Wave calculations of germanium, the points 2' and 25' should
be reversed. When the average potential between the APW spheres
was 1.670000, the points 2' and 25' are in the correct order9
but as can be seen in figure 3, the calculations show germanium to
be a conductor_ not a semiconductor. As a result of this and due
to the fact that the potential, which proved successful for carbon,
was available, it was decided to scale the carbon potential by the
formulas of Herman and Skillman so as to apply to the germanium
atom. Having done this one could obtain various potentials to
investigate what effect changing the potential would have on the
band structure of germanium. This was done using fourteen different
potentials none of which gave satisfactory results. A sample of the
results is given in figure 4, for an average potential between APW
spheres 0.000000. To see how the points 15_ 2', and 25'
varied with the different potentials used_ the reader is referred
to figure 5, which was calculated using an average potential
between the APW spheres as 0.475000.
IV. Present Research Program
As a result of the calculations for germanium, it was felt that
the very small energy gap between the conduction and valence bands
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FIRST BRILLOUIN ZONE GERMANIUM
Figure I.
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as a beginning calculation tended to misrepresent the basic relia-
bility of the Augmented Plane Wave Method to be applied to crystals
with covalent bonding. Therefore the present research is four fold:
I) The need for a subroutine to calculate more accurately the
starting values of the radial wave function, which are put
initially into the Augmented Plane Wave program was demanding.
The theory for this has been worked out and the subroutine is
being coded.
2) Since the energy gap for germanium is 0.74eV and that for
3
Silicon is 1.12eV, new calculations are being started for
Silicon because of the larger energy gap. It is hoped that tb_so
calculations will agree with experimental results and calcu-
lations by other methods.
3) Assuming the affirmative for silicon_ calculations for
germaniumwill then be resumed.
4) A thorough study of the Augmented Plane Wave Method theory
is being made to convert the existing programs to be able to
handle the diamond type lattice when one has two different
types of atoms composing the crystal.
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_ Hyperfine Structure of Lithium
Under the supervision of Dr. John L. Gammel, Mr. D. L. Hardcastle
I
has developed the _ifferential equations that are to be solved in
L
carrying out the calculations of the hyperflne structure of lithium. I
Dr. E. R. Keown has written two subprograms that will be used in the
calculations. The first subprogram entitled UNKFE generates an
initial set of wave functions that will be used in starting the
iterative process by which the differential equations are solved. It
is written using the results obtained by Sachs 2 and Roothaan, et.
3
al. The second subprogram entitled COEF calculates all of the
coefficients appearing in the differential equation and is now being
checked for errors by Mr. Hardcastle. The subprogram to solve the
differential equations is now being written by Mr. Hardcastle.
The wave function for the atom is constructed from space and spin
parts. The space parts are constructed from three independent func-
tions and the spin parts from the two orthogonal one electron spin
functions. The wave function for the atom is then found by mixing
the above space and spin parts and requiring it to be antisymmetric
in the interchange of any two particle_ an eigenfunction of the
total spin operator S2p and an elgenfunction of the z component of
the spin Sz. Using the resulting wave function and the variational
principle 4 three differential equations are found. By specifying the
state of the atom the angular part of the integral may be carried
out. For the IS22S state the resulting equations are:
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Equation I.
Jd P2P3 (H'-k) P PIP2P3 dr dr' = 0
P@
Equation
_ PIP3 (H'-A) P PIP2P 3 dr dr' = 0II.
Equation III. _ PIP2 (H'-A) P PIP2P3 dr dr' = 0
where P is the particle exchange operator
P = _ + 2P (12) - P (13) - P (23) - P (13) P (12) - P(23) P(12)3
The integrals have the form
(PI' PJ) = _ Pi (r) Pj (r) dr
O
(Pi, 'hPj) = _®pi(_) (-n_2 ___d2 - 3e__2) P (_) dr
o 2m dr 2 r J
(PI' V'jkP_) = Jo Pi (r') _ PJ (r') dr'
m r>
(PiPJ ' Vk_ PmPn) _ _o _o Pi (r) Pj(r') e2 Pm(r) Pn(r') dr dr'
r>
where r> is the greater of the two variables and r and r' and whe._
3 3
±=I _j
hi o . .2 d2 _ e_/2
2m dr2 r£
and V'Ij = e 2
r>lj
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EQUATION I
2h P1 (P2, P2 ) (P3' P3 ) + 2h P2 (P2' P1 ) (P3' P3 )
-h P3 (P2' P2 ) (P3' P1 ) " h P1 (P2' P3 ) (P3' P2 )
-h P3 (P2' P1 ) (P3' P2 ) " h P2 (P2' P3 ) (P3' P1 )
+2 P1 (P2' hP2) (P3' P3 ) + 2 P2 (P2' hP1) (P3' P3 )
" P3 (P2' hP2) (P3' P1 ) " P1 (P2' hP3) (P3' P2 )
" P3 (P2' hPl) (P3, P2 ) " P2 (P2' hP3) (P3, P1)
+2 P1 (P2, P2) (P3, hP3) + 2 P2 (P2, PI ) (P3, hP3)
" P3 (P2' P2 ) (P3' hP1) " P1 (P2, P3 ) (P3' hP2)
" P3 (P2' P1 ) (P3' hP2) " P2 (P2' P3 ) (P3' hP1)
+2 PI (P2' V'12 P2 ) (P3' P3 ) + P2 (P2' V{2 P1 ) (P3' P3 )
" P3 (P2, V12 P2 ) (P3, PI ) " P1 (P2' VI2 P3 ) (P3' P2 )
- P3 (P2' V]-2 P1 ) (P3' P2 ) " (P2, VJ.2 P3 ) (P3' P1 )
+2 P1 (P2' P2 ) (P3' V{3' P3 ) + 2 P2 (P2' PI ) (P3, VI3 P3 )
" P3 (P2, P2) (P3' V13 P1 ) - P1 (P2, P3) (P3' V13 P2 )
" P3 (P2' P1) (P3' V13 P2 ) " P2 (P2, P3) (P3' V13 P1)
+2 PI (P2P3 ' V23 P2P3 ) + 2 P2 (P2P3 ' V23 PIP3 )
" P3 (P2P3 ' V23 P2P1 ) " P1 (P2P3 ' V23 P3P2 )
" P3 (P2P3 ' V23 P1P2 ) " P2 (P2P3 ' V23 P3P1 )
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EQUATION I CONTINUED
-- _" ___ P1 (P2, P2 ) (P3, P3) + 2 P2 (P2, P1) (P3, P3)
" P3 (P2, P2 ) (P3, P1 ) " rl (P2, P3 ) (P3' P2 )
" P3 (P2' P1 ) (P3' P2 ) " P2 (P2' P3 ) (P3' P1)_]
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EQUATION II
2 (PI' h PI ) P2 (P3' P3 ) + (PI' h P2 ) P1 (P3' P3 )
- (PI, h P3 ) P2 (P3' PI ) " (PI' h PI ) P3 (P3' P2 )
" (PI, h P2 ) P3 (P3, PI ) " (PI, h P3 ) PI (P3' P2 )
+2 (PI, PI ) hP2 (P3, P3 ) +2 (P1, P2 ) h PI (P3' P3 )
" (PI, P3 ) hP2 (P3' P1 ) " (PI' P1 ) h P3 (P3' P2 )
- (PI' P2 ) hP3 (P3' P1 ) (PI' P3 ) h PI (P3' P2 )
+2 (PI, P1 ) P2 (P3' h P3)+ 2 (PI' P2 ) P1 (P3' h P3 )
" (PI' P3 ) P2 (P3' h PI) - (PI' PI ) P3 (P3' h P2 )
" (P1, P2 ) P3 (P3' h P1 ) - (PI' P3 ) P1 (P3' h P2 )
+2 (PI' VI2' P1 ) P2 (P3' P3 ) +2 (PI' VI2' P2 ) PI (P3' P3 )
" (PI' VI2' P3 ) P2 (P3' PI ) " (PI' VI2' P1 ) P3 (P3' P2 )
" (PI' V12' P2 ) P3 (P3' PI ) " (PI' VI2' P3 ) P1 (P3' P2 )
+2 P2 2 (PIP3 , V13' PIP3 ) +2 PI 2 (PIP3 , V13' P2P3 )
-P2 2 (PIP3, VI3' P3PI ) - P3 2 (PIP3 , VI3' PIP2 )
-P3 2 P2PI )(PIP3 , VI3' P12 (PIP3 , V13' P3P2 )
+2 (PI' P1 ) P2 (P3' V2'3 P3 ) +2 (PI' P2 ) P1 (P3' V2'3 P3 )
" (PI' P3 ) P2 (P3' V2'3 P1 ) - (PI' P1 ) P3 (P3' V2'3 P2 )
" (PI' P2 ) P3 (P3' V2'3 P1 ) - (PI' P3 ) PI (P3' V2'3 P2 )
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EQUATION II CONTINUED
= _E (PI' P1) P2 (P3' P3 ) + 2 (PI' P2 ) P1 (P3' P3 )
" (PI' P3 ) P2 (P3' P1 ) " (PI' P1 ) P3 (P3' P2 )
(Pl' P2 ) P3 (P3' Pl ) " (Pl' P3 ) PI (P3' P2j
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EQUATION III
2 (PI' hPl) (P2' P2 ) P3 + 2 (PI' hP2) (P2' PJ.) P3
" (PI, hP3) (P2, P2 ) PI " (PI' hPl) (P2' P3 ) P2
" (PI' hP3) (P2, PI ) P2 " (PI, hP2) (P2' P3 ) P1
+2 (PI, PI ) ( P2, he2) P3 ÷ 2 (PI, P2 ) (P2' hPl) P3
" (PI, P3 ) (P2' hP2) P1 " (PI' P1 ) (e2, he3) P2
" (PI' P3 ) (P2' hPl) P2 " (PI' P2 ) (P2' hP3) P1
+2 (PI, P1 ) (P2' P2 ) h P3 + 2 (PI, P2 ) (P2' PI ) h P3
" (PI' P3 ) (P2, P2 ) h P1 " (PI' P1 ) (P2' P3 ) h P2
" (PI' P3 ) (P2, P1 ) h P2 " (PI, P2 ) (P2, P3 ) h PI
+2 (PIP2, V_.2 PIP2 ) P3 + 2 (PIP2 , V_.2 P2PI) P3
" (PIP2 ' VI2 P3P2 ) P1 " (PIP2 ' VI2 PIP3 ) P2
" (P1P2 ' V_.2 P3P1 ) P2 - (P1P2 ' V_.2 P2P3 ) P1
+2 (PI' V_.3 P1 ) (P2' P2) P3 + 2 (PI, V_.3 P2) (P2, PI) P3
" (PI' Vi3 P3 ) (P2' P2 ) P1 " (PI, V].3 PI) (P2' P3 ) P2
" (PI,vi3 P3) (P2, PI) P2 " (PI' Vi3 P2 ) (P2, P3 ) P1
+2 (PI,PI) (P2,v_3 P2) P3 + 2 (PI,P2) (P2,v_3 PI) P3
" (P1, P3) (P2, V_3 P2) P1 " (P1, P1) (P2, V_3 P3) P2
" (PI,P3) (P2,V_3 PI) P2 " (PI,P2) (P2,V_3 P3) P1
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EQUATION III CONTINUED
= X.[_ (P1, P1 ) (P2, P2) P3 + 2 (P1, P2) (P2, P1 ) P3
" (PI' P3 ) (P2' P2 ) P1 - (PI' P1 ) (P2' P3 ) P2
" (PI' P3 ) (P2' P1 ) P2 - (P1, P2 ) (P2' P3 ) PI_
..I
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SPACETECI_NOIX)GY PROJECT # 7
COSMIC RAY MUONS
COSMIC RAY MUONS
Project Investigators
Dr. N. M. Duller, Principal Investigator, Associate
Professor of Physics
Mr. K. W. Bull, Graduate Research Assistant
Mr. W. G. Cantrell, Graduate Research Assistant
Mr. A. V. Jelinek, Graduate Research Assistant
Mr. J. R. Sharber, Graduate Research Assistant
Mr. E. L. Walker, Graduate Research Assistant
Mr. J. D. Winningham, Graduate Research Assistant
I. Review of the Work of the Past Period
Reliable and easily operated muon detectors of high efficiency
have now been developed and are now being assembled in large arrays
for intensity measurements.
The large flow-type Geiger counters described in the preceding
progress report have proved especially useful. They are being
arranged as primary trigger and coincidence detectors for the large
spark chambers being set up in conjunction with the solid-iron
magnet spectrometer previously described. During the past period
Mr. K. W. Bull completed his Master's thesis on the development and
characteristics of the large flow counters.
A notable advance in the spark chamber work has been the
development of large-gap (interelectrode) chambers and a modified
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Mar____ximpulse generator to provide the hlgh-voltage pulses required
for efficient operation of the chambers. An example of a five-
stage Marx generator built in this laboratory and used to power
several large-gap chambers is shown in Figure 1. A typlcal picture
of a muon track in a three-inch double-gap modular spark chamber
is shown in Figure 2. The gases tried and found to be successful
for even falrly large-an81e traversal of the muon tracks are commer-
clal helium-isobutane mixtures and pure argon. Both of these are
routinely available and inexpensive. Using the full capabillty of
the flve-stage generator shown in Figure 1, 100-kilovolt pulses have
been applied to chambers with slx-inch gaps. Essentially perfect
track forming efflclencles are obtained even for slmultaneous
multlple tracks.
One complete "H-frame" solid-lron magnet is now assembled with
coils. Measurements of the internal magnetic fields and tests of
uniformity under saturated conditions are now being made. A
photograph of the separate iron components of the magnet are shown
before final installation of the coils in Figure 3.
The Cerenkov detector described in a previous report is being
modified to bring the efficiency up from about 75_ for fast muons so
as to make the instrument more directly useful as an energy-biased
detector for fast particles. Design objectives Include higher total
* (see J. D. CTaggs and J. M. Meek, High Voltage Laboratory Techpique,
Butterworths, London, 1954, p. 116.)
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Figure 1. A f ive - s t age  modified Marx genera tor  capable  of  
providing randomly t r i g g e r e d  100-k i lovol t  pu l se s  
f o r  a c t u a t i n g  the large-gap spark chambers. The 
cy l inde r s  mounted wi th in  t h e  P l e x i g l a s  frame are  
po t t ed  30-ki lovol t  low-inductance capac i to r s  of t h e  
"doorknob" type and are 2 i n  diameter .  Five spark 
gaps a r e  c l e a r l y  v i s i b l e ;  t h e s e  e f f e c t i v e l y  sho r t  
c i r c u f t  when f i r e d  and connect t h e  capac i to r s  i n  
series f o r  t h e  t o t a l  output .  
P 
Figure 2. A typical muon track at an oblique angle in a three- 
inch-gap spark chamber module, 
I 
Figure 3. The separate iron components of the H-frame solid-iron
magnet before assembly with coils. The coils slide
onto the vertical arms of the "U" part of the magnet;
the laminations of the "T" and "U" parts are then
forced gently together. The "curlers" support and
protect loop wires which have been inserted between
laminations for magnetic tests and measurements.
gain in the photomultiplier channels and more accurately controlled
delays in each light detector channel. It is hoped that this
detector will be put into use with large concrete absorbers as
energy discriminators in an experiment entirely separate from the
magnetic spectrometer work.
Measurements of intensities will be in progress during the
next period.
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I. This project is concerned with two areas of research:
I. Behavior of Isotropic and Anisotropic Shells
2. Impact Attenuation Devices
The objectives of the shell research are specified in five phases
as follows:
a. Development of a general set of thin shell equations for
an orthotroplc material.
b. Development of a general set of equations for a material
exhibiting plane anisotropy.
A
c. Development of a general set of equations for a shell
exhibiting plane anisotropy whereby the elastic constants
do not exhibit diagonal symmetry.
d. Development of a general structural analysis of thin shells
using the finite-element approach.
e. Limited testing of the various structurally anisotropic
materials when applied to different shell configurations
to determine the degree of compliance between theory and
test.
The impact attenuation research has involved the development
and evaluation of various energy aSsorption devices which rely on
the failure of a structural member as the energy aSsorpt_on med_Im.
This report covers the work accomplished from January, 1965
through July, 1965.
II. Progress on Shell Research
Part (a) has been completed and was included in the August, 1964
progress report. Part (b) is complete and a final report on this
portion is included in this progress report (see Enclosure I). Work
on part (c) has continued. Work has just begun on part (d).
During the reporting period, Dr. Kozik wrote a rather detailed
paper covering the fundamentals of thin shell theory. This work will
be provided as a supplement to this report.
III. Progress on Impact Attenuation Research
An experimental program has been formulated and research is
underway to determine the dynamic impact attenuation of selected
frangible aluminum tubes through the use of the Texas A&M Structural
Research drop-test facility (see July, 1964 progress report for
details of this facility).
The drop test facility was further modified to yield more nearly
reproducible impact loadings. The instrumentation necessary to record
the dynamic loads and tube deformations has been developed.
As of the writing of this progress report the following
variables are being investigated:
a. Die machining tolerances (two)
b. Tube geometry (four)
c. Type of test (one static and one dynamic)
Typical results being obtained, together with the description
of the test variables and parameters, are described in gre_ ,Io_._[
in Enclosure 2. It is emphasized that the results reported are
progress results and premat,,re conel,,ione _ho,,Id not be drawn.
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ENCLOSURE I
NOMENCLATURE
A, B
a. •
lj
E
e I, e2
el2
ec_ , e_, e_
e
H
K
k°
i
k I, k 2
A
Lame parameters of shell middle surface
Elastic constants
Young's modulus
Normal strains of the shell middle surface in the
directions of tangents to the principal curvilinear
coordinate lines
Shearing strain at the middle surface
Normal strains of an equidistant surface element
in directions tangent and normal to that surface
Shearing strain at an equidistant surface
Average value of the middle surface curvatures
Product of the middle surface curvatures
Middle surface curvature changes
Principal middle surface curvatures
Half the difference of the middle surface
curvatures
Middle surface displacement components
Displacement components of a point off the middle
surface
Body force components
Principal coordinate lines on the shell middle
surface
Coordinate normal to the shell middle surface
Volume dilitation
Shell thickness
Plane-anisotropic material constants
_, .a_, .a_
0-_
Plane-anisotropic material constants
Poisson's ratio
Normal stresses
Shear stress
Rotation of an element lying on an equidistant
surface
ii
A GENERALTHEORYOFTHIN ELASTICSHELLS
OFPLANEANISOTROPICMATERIALS
2Harry Jo Sweet
ABSTRACT
This paper is concerned with the development of general thin
shell equations for plane anisotropic materials° The equations are
derived and presented in terms of the three components of the middle
surface displacement of the shell°
A complete set of equations is given for the determination of
the solution to the shell problem for any shell shape°
Io Definitions and Assumptions
A shell can be defined as a body bounded by two curved surfaces,
the distance between the surfaces being small in comparison with the
other dimensions° _he curved surface which lies at equal distances
from these two surfaces at all points is defined as the middle surface°
The thickness of the shell is defined as the length of a normal to
the middle surface intercepted by the shell surfaces°
I
The work here reported was done under NASA research grant NsG 239-62
2
Assistant Professor of Aerospace Engineering, Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas°
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Shells are normally classified according to their thickness, their
material properties, and the relative magnitudes of the deflections. The
material properties determine the degree of anisotropy and whether the
material behaves elastically or plastically° This paper is concerned
with thin elastic shells of plane anisotropic materials which undergo
small displacements°
The derivation is based on a modified form of the Kirchoff-Love
hypotheses. These hypotheses are normally stated in the following manner:
(a) Straight fibers which are perpendicular to the middle surface
before deformation remain so after deformation and do not
change their length°
(b) The normal stresses acting on planes parallel to the middle
surface maybe neglected in comparison with the other stresses°
These assumptions are generalizations of the basic assumptions used
in derivlng the beambending formula and are subject to the sametypes
of inaccuracies and limitations° With this approach, it is not possible
to take into account the effects of transverse shearing stresses on
deflections and the results will not apply to shells in the neighborhood
of highly concentrated normal loads. Fortunately, there are a large
number of practical problems where the inherent inaccuracies of the
Kirchoff-Love hypotheses are negligible° In general, the inaccuracies
can be expected to be of order 6 k, where 6 is the thickness and k is
a middle surface curvature.
There is an obvious contradiction in the Kirchoff hypotheses
because of the fact that a state of plane strain is specified in part (a)
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while a state of plane stress is specified in part (b)o Actually the
specification of plane stress is an assumption, while the specification
of plane strain is an approximation that is generally completely justified
unless the equilibrium equations in terms of displacements are obtained
by the application of the generalized Hooke's law. To avoid contradictions,
the work that follows is based on the assumptions that straight fibers
that are perpendicular to the middle surface before deformation will remain
so after deformation and that normal stresses acting on planes parallel
to the middle surface are negligible. No restrictions are placed on the
stretching of the normal fibers and, as a matter of fact, the equations
which describe this stretching are developed.
It is also assumedthat the tangential displacement componentshave
a negligible effect on curvature changes and twist° It has been found
that, for isotropic shells, this assumption limits the application of
the resultin_ equations to cases in which the maximum stresses due to
bending are of the same or greater magnitude than those due to stretching
of the middle surface°
II. Fundamental Relationships
Ao Curvilinear Coordinates
Any space surface can be represented in terms of two parameters,
and _ , such that
x = x (%#)
y = y(_7_)
where x, y, and z are the cartesian coordinates of some point on the sur-
face. These parameters form a set of coordinate lines on the surface and
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are called the curvilinear coordinates of the surface.
An infinite number of curvilinear coordinates can be drawn for any
given surface° It does not follow, however, that all the possible sets
are equally convenient° If the principal curvilinear coordinates are used,
certain simplifications result which are not possible for other sets of
coordinates° Also, since lines of principal curvature are orthogonal, the
principal curvilinear coordinates are also orthogonalo
A line segment of length ds lying on a surface can be expressed in
terms of componentsin the principal coordinate directions as
ds2 = A2do_2 + B2d_ 2 (i)
where the coefficients A and B are the lamb parameters or scale factors°
For the special case where the length ds coincides with an _ coordinate
curve, the length is given by
ds = Ad_ (2)
while if it coincides with the _ coordinate curve, it is given by
ms = Bd_ (3)
The two previous equations can be taken as the definitions of the
coefficients A and Bo
Letting k I and k 2 represent the respective curvatures of the surface
\
in the _< and _ directions, the relation between the Lame parameters and
the curvatures must satisfy the two following conditions:
a) Conditions of Codazzi
(k2B) = k I _ B
b) Condition of Gauss
÷ 1
(klA) = k2 _ A
= _ ABklk 2
(4)
<5)
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The conditions stated above, sometimes called the Peterson-Codazzi-
Gauss conditions, result from the requirement of continuity of the surface
up to the second derivative and are useful in the simplification of shell
equations° These definitions and expressions form a basis for the develop-
ment of shell theory° Further information on surfaces and curvilinear
coordinates may be found in References I and 2o
B. Shell Surfaces
The analysis that follows is limited to the case of shells of
constant thickness_ For convenience, point locations and displacements
are referenced to the middle surface of the shell° The principal curvilinear
coordinates of the middle surface are designated as _ and _ _ while
the coordinate measuring distances normal to the middle surface is designated
as _ o The o( s _ _ coordinate systems are established according to
the right-hand rule as shown in Figure I. The positive _ direction can
_herefor_ b_ d_L_Lmi._d .... vector aquati .... c --^
where e _ , e _ , and e _ are unit vectors in the positive o< 2 _, and
directions, respectively,,
Consider some equidistant surface lying a distance _ from the middle
surface and within the shell as shown in Figure 2o The curvilinear
coordinates of this surface correspond to those of the middle surface°
An element of length ds on this equidistant surface is given by
= 1 do< 2 + 1 d_ds 2 2
/
where the coefficients I and I
h I h 2
(6)
are the Lam_parameters of this equi-
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Figure io Ortk.cncrmaj Triad of Vectors cn the Shell MiddleSurface°
J_
Middle
Figure 2. Element Located at a Distance M Above the
, Middle Surface.
distant surface.
ds =do(
h I
For increments of length in the cA and directions,
(7)
The quantities h I and h2 are related to the Lam_ parameters and principal
curvatures by the following relationships:
h I = i
A(I + k I _)
h2 = I (8)
B(I + k 2 _)
If a coordinate
_z, normal to an equidistant surface, is constructed
at some point on the surface, it will coincide with the _ coordinate
constructed at the corresponding point on the middle surface, and therefore
d_'= d_ (9)
The equations of Codazzi and Gauss, written for an equidistant sur-
3
f$1_. "_v_ (_'[_r_n h_
J
-I -i -I 2h2-I
_)h2 I _B _h2 _hl _ '
hl _ -A O_, ' hl _d, _ = _
_hl-1 -1 -1 ¢ 2h2-11 _A _hl _h2
h 2 _=B _--_, h 2 _ _" -_),
_) h + _ _hl
C. Strain-Displacement Relationships
(10)
Let U=¢ , US , and U y be the displacement components in the _, S]
and _ directions, respectively, of a point lying on some equidistant
3 Numerical superscripts refer to corresponding items in the list of
references.
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surface. From theory of elasticity, the expressions for the three normal
strains e_ , e B , and e _ and the shearing strain eo__ are found to
be given by 4 _U_ + h _h I 1 _h I 1
ed_ = hl _d lh2 _U/'3 + hl "0,_ U b"
-I -I
_h 2 "_h2
e_ = h 2 _ + hlh _U_ +h 2 _ U_
_ 2
hl _ h2
e_k6 - h2 ,_& (h2U/_)+ hl _/_ (hlU_)
The displacements U c_ and U fl are related to the middle- surface
displacements U, V and W by the following relationships:
"_ _W
u_, = (1+k1_)U - A "_
_' _W
U/_ = (I +k2"¢)V - B _/_
(ll)
(12)
The above expressions are a direct consequence of the Kirchoff-Love
hypotheses. The displacement component U $ will be determined during
the course of the derivation of the shell equations.
D. Equilibrium Conditions
A free body diagram of a typical shell element is shown in Figure 3.
Stresses and dimensions are shown only for positive faces and for lengths
displaced from the _ , _ , _ coordinates since this is a standard
representation andthe remaining stresses and dimensions are not needed
for clarification. Summing forces in the _ , _ and _ directions, the
5
following three equations of equilibrium result:
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Figure 3 o General Stress Condition of a Shell Element.
li& i_ot _(_ -- _ hl _' th12hJ +- "' +hllltg \hl 2 I -- _ hlh2
=0
-0
(13)
+--¢_-< _Y )+ P'---_=0
_ hlh 2 hlh 2
E. Stress-Strain. Relationships
According to the generallzed Hooke's law, the normal and shearing
strains at a point are related to the associated normal and shearing stresses
by equations of the following form:
ec< = all_ + ai2 -_ + ai3 C]_.d+ al4_y + aiD _ + al6_r/-_
e =a21 +a22% ÷.............. a26
• .' .............................. (14)
where aij are the elastic constants of the material. An interrelation
exists between the elastic constants such that aij = aji , so that there are
actually 21 independent elastic constants• The stress-strain relationships
for any homogeneous elastic material can be expressed in terms of the
above elastic constants• Some special cases that are of importance in
engineering applications are listed below.
I. Plane of Elastic Symmetry
If, at each point in a body, there is a plane possessing the
property that any two directions which are symmetrical relative to this
plane are equivalent with respect to their elastic constants, the material
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is said to possess the property of plane anisotropy. If the _ coordinate
is perpendicular to that plane at each point in a shell, the equations of
the generalized Hooke's law reduce to the following form:
e_ = a11_'¢, +a12o't9 +a13_'_ +a16_-_ _
= _, + a + a23¢'._ + a26_'_, _e_ a12 22_'_
e_ = a13_ + a23_" N + a33_-? + a36_'d, _
(Is)
e#_ = a44_ +a45_Y
ey=_ = a45_+a55_ _
ei_ = al6_a +a26_Y/_ +a36_ _ +a66<_
In taking this special case, the number of independent elastic constants
has been reduced from 21 to 13.
2. Three Planes of Elastic Symmetry
If, at each point of a body, there are three mutually perpendicular
_L=u=_ uf _Lasuxc symmetry, the material is said to possess the property of
orthogonal anlsotropy or orthotropy. If these planes are perpendicular to
the corresponding orthogonal coordinate directions _ , fi , and _ at each
point in a shell, the material is said to possess the property of curvilinear
orthotropy and the equations of the generalized Hooke's law will further
reduce to the following form:
e_ = all_'_ +a12.=_ +a13_- _
e_ = a12_" _ +a22(F _ +a23_ _
e_ = a13_ _ +a23q_ +a33_- _ (16)
e_ = a44 _'_ _
e(a = ass_,a.
=
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The number of independent elastic constants has now been reduced to nine.
3. Complete Symmetry
If, at any point in a body, all planes through that point are planes
of elastic symmetry the material is said to be isotropic. For an isotropic
material s the elastic constants take on particular relative values such that
!
e_ E
+
2 (I+V) (17)
e_ : E _# (
2eVA = E ok
ewv_ -- E t9
where E is You_g's modulus and l/ is Poisson's ratio. The number of inde-
pendent elastic constants has now been reduced to two.
Obviously, each of the above situations is a special case of the one
which preceded it so that any analysis that Is valid for one case will be
equally valid for the less complicated cases. This work will be carried
out for the case of plane anisotropy, and the results will therefore apply
to orthotropic and isotropic shells as well.
In the work that follows it will be necessary to express the stresses
in terms of strains rather than the strains in terms of stresses as was done
above. For isotropic materials this relationship is often given in the
following form:
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<E'_ = (9' +2/U)A-2_ (e/3 +ev)
G'_ = ('T +2_)_-2_U (e_ +e,,)
_'_ = [_' +2_!)A- 2_ (%4 +e_)
_'_@, = ,_ e _,_,
_'_= ,ae_
(18)
I
where _ and /t4 are the Lame coefficients of elasticity and are related
to E and %/ by the following equations:
q, = E7(i÷v)(1J'2%
E
,u= 2(I+V)
(19)
I
The Lame coefficients of elasticity have no meaning for anlsotroplc
materials. It will be convenient, however, to express the stress-strain
relationship in terms of coeff_c_p-e- +ho+ ,.,_11--=.................... = gu the Lame coeffi-
cients for the special case of isotropy.
For the case of plane stress, the plane-anisotroplc stress-straln
relatlonshlps reduce to:
e_ = all_ + al2<Y_ + a
e_ = a12_'_ + a22_" _, + a26¢_,_
ey = al3_ _ +a23_'_ +a36<T_
e_, = 0
(20)
eFo k =0
e_/_ = a 160"_, + a26_ + a66_ _
These equations can be written in the form
_d_= (T4%+ 2_4)A-2_44(e_ +e_) +_ e_
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_'_ = ('_(_ + 2_) A-2,_/_(e_ +e_,) +_/_e_./_ (21)
where
_(a 11 +al2+a
(a 12a66 -a16a26)
2
13)(a12a66 -a16a26 )-(a12+a22+a23)(alla66-a16
+ (a16+a26+a36)(alla26-a12a16) _
(a12a66 _-a16a26 )
'T# = f(a12+a22+a23)(a12a66_a16a26)_(all+a12+a13)(a22a66_a26
2,,u&=
a
26
+ (a 16+a26+a36)(a22a 16- a 12a26)_
(a16+a26+a36)-a66(a12+a22+a23)
+a12+a13)(a12a66-a16a26 )- (a12+a22 + a23)(alla66-a162)
+ (a 16+a26+a36)(a 1 la26- a 12a 16)t
a66(all+a12+a13 )-a16(a16+a26+a36 )
2_/_= i(a12+a22+a23)(a12a66_a16a26)_ (all+a12+a13)(a22a66_a262)
+ (a16+a26+a36) (a22a16-a12a26) t
2
alla22 -a12
a66(alla22 -a122 )-a16(a16a22 -a12a26)+a26(a16 a12-alla26)
a16(a22+a23 ) -a12(a26+a36)
(all+a12+a13)(a12a66-a16a26 - (a12+a22+a23)(alla66-a162)
+ (a16+a26+a36)(alla26-a12a16) 3
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a26(all+a13 )- _-12 (a 16+a36 )
2
f(a 12+a22+a23)(a 12a66- a 16a26 )- (a 1 l+a 12+a 13)(a22a66- a26
+ (a 16+a26+a36)(a22a 16- a 12a26)}
a26a12-a16a22
a66(alla22 -a122 )-a16(a16a22 -a12a26)+a26(a16 a12-alla26 )
a16a12-alla26
a66(alla22-a122 )-a16(a16a22-a12 a26 )+a26(a16 a12-alla26 )
(22)
The above set of coefficients will be referred to as the modified
Lam_ coeffic'ients. For the special case of isotropy,
-r._= 'r_= "r,
and
_a = _N = _ = ,q,
"_._,,='_= _._,=_,_= o
and the equations reduce to the stress-straln relationships for the case
of plane stress expressed in terms of Lam_coefficients of elasticity.
III. Shell Equations
A. Equilibrium of a Shell Element
The ultimate goal is the development of the governing differential
equations in terms of middle surface displacement components. To accomplish
this, Equations (II), (12), (13) and (21) are first combined to yield the
following set of equilibrium equations in terms of middle surface displacement
components:
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+ _ +2,/,/_)- ('_÷ 2._) b_ A1 + 1 _ ) U
- 2(,_,_._) 1 _ _ _)A ) _ _ B ak_U
_.__.__a __w )_ 2(
+ 2(Z_-_A'p) A _ -_-( A _.-' _A_-X,/,_) (k2V)
AB @_ _V
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B 6k2
_-_-( 2k ]-k 2)U
(2k2-kl)V +_ _-_ (
_ _ ] ' .,_., _w1 _ B _kl aW _,T_, B_ -'I4_ ( (k -k2)o_)-_- _-
B})k2 1 aW i _B ak2 aW
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I 1 _(B ak2+ _ A (2k2-kl)'_-_) _
+ '_ _o( _ _o( A-{kl _ (2kl-k2) _'A
bu'_ -1
(23)
l
- 24,_(h2
.__._..__ P_'
+ h_ "_ ) + h---fl--= o
,,] _2
_r -_A 0 +
- _-DT_
_,,_,,,_ ( t_,'__ , ,
,I bA _ 1 U
6A ,6V
_p a_
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+
_ -B-_(-K-)-g&
,," aA _A 1
B a_2 _2 3
C3Xo
+ 2_,_?k2_
A
a 2 1 bW kl _B })__A_A
+
1
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VAakl 1 aW ,,v- 1 aA r)kl aW
60( "_'_ a_ - iggR2 (k2-kl) (A _J_'_)
1 a (A _kl
ak2 ak2 1 aW S 1 _ ..__._(2k2_kl ) _,
+h2__ (_)+ --_=0
h lh2 2 h lh2
(24)
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Vk aB. ___B v
B _W+22_-_(KBU)_2_ -_(_ k2-- -_)+2M fl (KAV)
A
B_'-_-(klU)+2(Z/_-&)k2B (_ _=(
-2 (z_-A_)k2 _,
l
_k 1
k I aA +'_,Ak -- U
+ '_wK'/Lkl _7 U" +_g (kl-k2)k2 -_ U 2 _
_k2 1_-_
+_, Bk2 -_V +'_g(k2-kl)kl _B V +%¥Bk V
i _) +,_-Q_k 1 _._..BB 1 6W+ (k2V- -- a_ (k2V- B a/3 )
a_ ,r ._ -L(k_U_ _ _w- _¥A(kl-k2)k 2 - t_,_ 1 _ A )
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2 _kl
_)kI _)kI 1 8W
÷%_.A(2k-k2)k2-_ ,_+T_I -_ (k1"O- i'_ )
ak 1 1 _w)
+T_,(kl-k2)k2 (kIU - A }_o(
+ _if Bk22 ak2 8k 2
-_-V +'_" B(2k2-kl)kl _-'-_V
bk 2 1 b_V _ (k2V - 1 bW
+ T._,Bk_ _-_ (k2v- g
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where
kl+k 2
H =--
2
K = klk 2
k l-k2
L - _
2
--hlh2 - )]
In the development of Equatfons (23), (24), and (25), certain
simplifications have b_en made which are in agreement with those
generally used in thin shell theory.
In thin shell theory, the assumption is made that the quantity
k6, representing the ratio of the shell thickness to some middle
surface curv@ture, is quite small with respect to unity. In reality,
this is a limiting statement regarding the range of relative thick-
t 1 1 L -- _ __z-lJ ...... 1.'---
II_88(:_8 [(2[ WIlfUL1'" " [ll_ [II_UL_' uUuLu u= =A[2=ULCU tO y_=_u LIz;ou_t.o
within some acceptable margin of accuracy: Fortunately, the great
majority of structural shells that are of interest to engineers
fit well within this range. The quantities h I and h 2 appearing in
the numerators of the double-scripted _ terms were therefore
expanded in the following manner and truncated after the term of
h 1
order k _ :
1 = ! (l_kll ¢ +kl2_
A(l+kl_) A
1
2_ k13_3 +... )
(26)
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I I (1_k2_+k22,_2 _ k2313 + .)
h2 - B(1+k2¥) - B ""
1
_, _ (l-k2_)
Consider next the quantities A and X • The volume dili-
tation is equal to the sum of the normal strains e_, e_, and e_ .
Within the limitations of first order theory, the strains e_
and e_ are found to be linear functions of _ . Furthermore,
it will be shown later that the strain e f is also a linear
function of _ . It follows that the volume dilitation can be
expressed as a linear function of _ without introducing greater
errors than are already present. A similar argument will hold for
the normal rotation. Kozik (3) established that the normal
rotation is of the same or smaller order of magnitude as the
shearing strain e_ As a matter of tact, the normal ronaLion
is expressible as the difference of two quantities whose sum is
the shearing strain. As in the case of normal strains, the
shearing strain is given as a linear function of _. It follows
that the normal rotation can also be expressed as a linear function
of _ . The quantities _ and Di were therefore written as follows:
A = Ao +AI_
X = X o +Xl? (27)
F _ and _ are constants whosewhere the coefficients _ o, _I' ' 1
values will be determined later.
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The above arguments do not apply to the quantities U_
_ , or _ so they are carried as they are for the present°
Equations (23),. (24), and (25) represent the equilibrium
conditions for an element within the shell° If each of these
equations is multiplied by d_d_d _, then the equatio_ will
represent the resultant forces on an infinitesimal element in the
o_ _ _ and _ directions, respectivelyo The corresponding
dimensions of the element will be A(I + kI_) do< , B(I + k2_)d#
and d _ Subsequent integration of the three equations with
respect to _ between the limits of - _/2 and _/2 will therefore
yield the resultant forces in the oe, _ , and _ directions
acting on an element of thickness _ and having dimensions of
Ad_ and Bd_ at the middle surface.
If Equations (23) and (24) are multiplied by _d_ d_ d _,
they wit/ represen_ _he momenLs_bouL L_=_L_ Lu _= _ =,_u _-.
coordinates, respectively, due to forces acting on the shell
element° Subsequent integration with respect to _ from - 6/2
to _/2 will then yield the resultant momentsabout tangents
to _ and _.coordinates acting on an element of thickness
and having dimensions of Ad_ and Bd_ at the middle s_irfaceo
Momentswill not be taken about the _ coordinate since this
would yield no new information about the shello
Integration of Equations (23), (24), and (25) according to the
schemepresented above results in the following set of equilibrium
equations:
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In the preceding equations, Q _ , Q f:, P_x, and P_ are defined as
B Jc h2 d_
- 5/2
_/2
I _/_d_
O_ = _ hI
- 2
= a-7 hIh2
- _/2
+
_/2
hlh2 d
/2
+
- _/2
_2
/
-_/2
hlh 2
_/2 _2
+ h 1h-'- _ d
- _j2 -_/2
(33)
(34)
The quantities Q _ and Q _ are the transverse shearing forces per
unit length of shell middle surface while P_ , P_ , and P _ represent
the summations of the external and body force components per unit area
of the shell middle surface.
The five equilibrium equations contain, at this point in the develop-
ment, i0 unknown quantities, the middle surface displacement components
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U, V, and W, the transverse shearing forces per unit length of middle
_ and U
surface Q _ and Q _ , and the quantitities _), _l, _, _ /,
The equations for the latter terms will now be developed, reducing
the number of unknown quantities to five.
B. Rotation Components
The normal rotation _ was defined in Equations (26) as
h ih2
X-
2 h2 7- --
Substituting the expressions for hl, h2, U_, and U ti into the above,
expanding the quantity hlh 2 in series form, and discarding terms of
the second power of _ and higher yields
_!..1
_ (BY)- _U ( )
The normal rotation was given in Equation (27) as
X = X o +X IY
Equating coefficients of like powers of _ in the above equations,
_I = 2 B _ _ ('A) + -A _-'_ {-B
(35)
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C. Normal Displacement
the
For the case of plane stress, the normal
third of Equations (20) as
e_ = ai3 _-_ + a23 (l_.+ _3_9
strain e ! is given by
(36)
Simulanteous
yields
e_ (a22a66-a
solution of the remaining equations for i]_, , and
2) _ e_ (a + (a26 12a66-a26a16) e_ l(_a26-a22a16)
2) (a 12a66_a26a 16)+a 16 (a 12a26_a22a 16)all(a22a66-a26 -a12
-e (a 12a66-a 16a26)+eB (a 1 la66 -a 162)- e ,_,(a 1 la26 -a 12 a 16 )
2)_a12(a12a66_a26a16 ) +a16 (a12a26-a22a16 )all (a22a66- a26
, 2)
e_ (a12a26-a16a22)- e_, (alla26-a16a12) + e_,(alla22-a12
2
all(a22a66- a26 )-a12(a12a66-a26 a16 ) +a i6(a12a26-a22a16) (37)
Substitution of Equations (37) into Equa.tion (36) then yields the
following expression for the normal strain e _ in terms of the normal
strains e c_ and e _ and the shearing strain e _ :
e_, = C,_ e,_ + Ca e_ + C,#, e,x8 (38)
where
C
a 2)_ (a )+a 3 (a 2a 2!13(a22a66-a26 a23 12a66-a16a26 6 l 26-a16a2
cK
2) _al2(a +aa 11 (a 22a66 - a26 12a66-a26a 16 ) 16(a12 a16-a22a16)
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2
13 (a 12a66-a26a 16) +a23 (a 1 la66-a 16 )-a36(a 1 la26-a 16a 12)
a
2
ll(a22a66-a26 )-a (a12 12a66-a26 a 16 )+a 16 (a 12a 16-a 22a 16 )
2
13 (a 12a26-a22a16) - a23 (a 1 la26-a 12a 16) +a36 (a 1 la22-a 12 )
C_t9 a 11 (a22a66-a 262)- a 12 (a 12a66-a26a 16) +a 16 (a 12a 16-a22a 16 )
a
The strain at any point in a shell can be stated in terms of
i
middle surface strains, curvature changes and twist by the following:
1
(eI + k_ )
e_ - (l+kl _)
e_ = 1
(l+k2_) (e2 +k_%')
_ 1 { _2 + 2(I+H _)_k=<,}
e_@- (l+kl_)(l+k2[) (l-k )ei2
where el, e2, el2, k_, k/_,, and k /C_,,are the middle surface normal
strains, shear strain, changes in curvature and twist given by
e I : A ¢)o( "_" @_9 V +klW
I _v +_/Li! u +kzW
A }) U B_(V
el2= B _--_(A) +A _ B )
] _ (I _W_klU ) I 6A I_k_: = -_ ---__ 3---_ AB 3_ (B -k2V)
i _ ] 3w __1 _(!i_W_ _kiU)k@ = -_ 3--_ (_-_ - k2V) -AB A _
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i _2w I.___ aw 1_a__ aw
i _._.___la_a__ i i
Discarding terms of order k _, or smaller with respect to unity
in the above equations results in the following simplified form:
e=_ =e I +k_
e_ =e 2 +k#_
e_ = el2 + 2k_ _ (39)
Substitution of Equations (39) into Equation (38), results in
the following expression for e _ :
e_ = d e2 + C_ _ el2 >
+jC_k_ + C_k_ + 2C_ k_ g (40)
From the third of Equations (ii),
e _ = _
Equation (40) can therefore be integrated directly to yield the
I C_e I + C
following expression for the normal displacement component U y :
Uy = W +{-Co, el + C_ e2 + Cc__ el?
.... y 2 (41)
The constant of integrating was set equal to W to satisfy the
boundary condition that U_ = W for _ = O.
D. Volume Dilitation Components
The volume dilitation is given by the equation
= e_ + e_, +e¥,,
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(42)
It has been established that it can be approximated by the equation
4 = 4 o + A I (43)
without introducing errors of appreciable magnitude in applications
to thin shell theory. The purpose here is to evaluate the coefficients
0 and _I • Substitution of the first two of Equation (39)
and Equation (40) into Equation (42) results_in the following
expression for _ :
A = I(l + Co<.)el + (I + C_)e2 + (I + C_5)el2 _
(44)
The coefficients _ o and
_I are therefore given by
Ao = (I + C_) e I + (I + C #) e 2 + (i + C. ,_ ) el2
41 = (I +c_) k_< + (1 +c_) k# + 2C_k_3
(45)
E. Transverse Shear Stress Resultants
Having determined an expression for U _as a finite polynomial
in _ and the equations for the coefficients _o , P<I , _o' and
! , one may now state the equilibrium equations (28)-(32) in
terms of the middle surface displacement components U, V, and W
and the transverse shear forces per unit length of middle surface
Q _ and Q_ , reducing the number of unknown quantities to five.
Following a rather conventional procedure, Equations (31) and (32)
will first be solved for Q _ and Q _ These quantities will
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/then be substituted in Equations (28), (29), and (30), yielding
three simultaneous differential equations in the three middle
surface displacement components U, V, and W.
The solution of Equations (31) and (32) for Q o< and Q
merely"involves the placing of the terms containing these quantities
on the opposite sides of the equal signs with appropriate changes
of sign so there will be no advantage in doing this until some
simplifications have been made.
The changes in curvatures and twist of the middle surface
have been given by the following equations:
k_:. A A 3_ - -A-B _ (B _ -k2V)
= _ 1 _ 1._.._W 1 _B I__W_ _klU )k_- B _ (B -k2V)-_ (A _cX
I 1_____ 1_ 6W 1 __B _)W
= - B )
+kl (B _ -AB a/_ U) +k 2 (_ 80(- AB
where k _ and k _ are the changes in curvature in the o_ and
directions respectively and k _ is the twist of the middle
surface. The analysis to be carried out here is based on the
assumption that the contributions of the tangential displacement
components will have a negligible effect on these terms.
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They can therefore be reduced to the following form:
IA__ 1_ I __A_wk_ : -X _ l_ _---AB2 _ _
_ _w __B _wA2B _ _
k_0= -AB _ AB 2 _ @_ A2B _
To be consistent with the above assumption, certain simp-
lifications must be made in Equations (31) and (32). An inspection
of Equations (31) and (32) reveals that the tangential displacement
components contained therein are of the same order of magnitude
with respect to the normal components as in the change of
curvature and twist equations. These terms can therefore be
eliminated.
After _king the above s_stitutions and simplifications
in Equations (31) and (32) and writing the resultant equations
in terms of middle surface curvatures and twist, the transverse
shearing forces per unit length of middle surface are found to
be given by the equations on the following page.
(48)
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Fo Resultant Shell Equations
Equations (47) and (48) can now be substituted into the remaining
_quilibrium equations (28), (29), and (30) to obtain the three desired
differential equations in terms of the middle surface displacement com_
ponents U, V, and Wo
An inspection of the bracketed terms preceding the quantity _2/12
in Equations (28), (29)_ and (30) r_veals that all these terms contain
curvatures or derivatives of curvatures, In part Ilia section i of his
book_ Vlasov 5 disGusses terms of this type and points out that, consist_
ent with the assL_nptions o_ thin shell theory, terms of this type can
be discarded, This simplification can also be used in the evaluation
of the various integrals contained in Equations (28)_ (29)_ and (30),
Substitution of the expressions for Q _ , Q _ and their
derivatives in Equations (28)_ (29)_ and (30)and simplification
of thes_ equations in accordance with the above remarks results in the
following set of differential equations_
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AB
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G. Boundary Conditions
The solution to Equations (49), (50), and (51) which satisfies the
appropriate boundary conditions for a particular problem will constitute
the solution to the problem. The boundary conditions can usually be best
stated in terms of middle surface displacements or in terms of stress
resultants at the middle surface. In general, they will be of the mixed
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type where someof the boundary conditions are stated in terms of displace-
ments while others are stated in terms of stress resultants. For the case
of elastic restraint, one or moreboundary conditions will contain both
displacement and stress resultant terms.
Boundary conditions stated in terms of displacements specify some
degree of restraint; for example, an edge deflection or rotation may
be required to be equal to zero due to the nature of the support at the
edge. Since these boundary conditions are, in their stated form,
already in terms of the samequantities as the differential equations,
their applications should be straightforward. The stress resultant
type boundary conditions, on the other hand, are not stated directly in
terms of displacements so that somemanipulations are necessary to put
them in the required form.
The stress resultants at the middle surface of the shell are given
by the following:
_2
f
T_¢ = / (T_(]+k2.Y)dY
-_/2
F
= I_T 
g_/2
f-
J
-6/2
{,2
-6/2
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_/'2
/O'fl y {l+k 1 _)d _'
- 8/2
_/2
(T_ (I+k2_{) _' d _"
_8/2
/2
= J 0-B (l+kl_')_" d_'
f-.
_/2
= /_ fl (IMc_fl +k2_') _ d_'
-
/2
Mflo ¢ = fQ'tgoc(l+k.l_') Y d_' (52)
The quantities T _ , T , T_ , T_ , Q _ , and QB represent
normal, tangential shear, and transverse shear forces per unit length of
middle surface as indicated in Figure 4, while the quantities M_, M _ ,
M _ , and M_ represent the bending and twisting moments per unit length
of middle surface as indicated in Figure 5.
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r_
Figure 4. Stress Resultant Forces per Unit Length of
Middle Surface.
Np
Figure 5. Stress Resultant Moments per Untt Length of
Middle Surface.
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Let one of the coordinate lines, for example, the line_= _,=
constant be a boundary of a shell° It can be shown i that the state of
stress at this edge will be completely defined by the specification of
the four quantities
T_, T_ + klM_Q _+ _-_, M_
The twisting moment per unit length enters into these boundary conditions
in the form of statically equivalent tangential and transverse shear
forces per unit length, resulting in a set of four boundary conditions
instead of five° This reduction in boundary conditions was introduced,
for the special case of the flat plate, by Kirchoff, who showed that this
is necessary to provide a set of boundary conditions that can be enforced
in conjunction with solutions of the governing differential equations°
In terms of the above quantities and the middle surface displacement
_omponents, some commonly encountered boundary conditions for an edge
as just specified are given by the following:
a) Free edge
T_ = 0
T_ + k I M_ = 0
Q_ +A_
MB =0
b) Hinged edge with fixed support
M_ = U = V = W =0
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c) Hinged edge with support free to move in the normal direction
M_ =0
.i _MB_
Q_ + A _ _ =0
U=V=O
d) Clamped edge
U=V=W=_ -0
It should be emphasized that these are but a few of a large number of
possible sets of boundary conditions and are listed only as representative
ex_mp leso
Within the order of accuracy of thin shell theory, the set of
W.quations (52) can be simplified by discarding the k _ terms in the
integrands o
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\PROGRESS REPORT ON
DYNAMIC ENERGY ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS
OF AN ALUMINUM FRANGIBLE TUBE
by
W. B. Ledbetter and C. H, Samson, Jr.
Enclosure 2
INTRODUCTION
Background
The critical weight, size, and environmental requirements
demanded of spacecraft landing systems have resulted in an extensive
research program to formulate, analyze, and experimentally investigate
promising energy-absorptlon systems. Of the many systems investigated,
one general method of energy absorption indicated wide application
because of its efficiency, simplicity, and reliability. The method
is that of mechanically loading a metal structure to produce an
impact energy-absorption stroke. (I)
One system employing the above method which appears to satisfy
all the stringent requirements demanded of an effective landing impact
dissipation system is the frangible-tube energy-absorptlon system.
The frangible-tube energy-absorption system dls_pates _mpact _ncrgy
by a fragmentation process. A tube is pressed over a die shaped
such that the end of the tube is caused to enlarge thereby breaking
and fragmenting. This fragmentation is generally referred to as
"franging."
Analytical and experimental research investigations have been
underway for more than two years at Texas A&M University on the
frangible-tube system. Two reports have been prepared from the
Numbers in parentheses refer to references contained at the close
of this report.
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results obtained (2, 3). These reports cover the preliminary
analytical investigation and static experimental investigation
on frangible 2024-T3 aluminum tubing of various geometries.
s=o e
This phase of the investigation is essentially an extension of
the previous work into an experimental investigation of the dynamic
energy-absorption capabilities of the 2024-T3 aluminum frangible
tubing. Dynamic and static characteristics, including energy
absorption and peak franging force under selected conditions,
are being analyzed and correlated.
The following variables are included in this phase of _hc =t_ay;
a. Tube Geometry. Four tube geome_r_o_ a_c bo_ng used.
They are:
I in. O. D. x .065 in. wall.
I in. O. D. x .049 in. wall.
3/4 in. O. D. x .049 in. wall.
1/2 in. O. D. x .049 in. wall.
b. Die Tolerance. Two dies for each tube size have been
machined to yield the effects of typical variations in
manufacturing tolerances on tube performance.
c. Type of Test. One dynamic and one static loading rate
are being used.
In order to fully investigate the effects of each of the
preceedlng variables on the franging behavior of the tubes, the
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following parameters were held, in so far as possible, constant for
this phase of research.
a. Length to outside diameter ratio of each tube (L/D ratio
of 6 was selected).
b. Static loading rate (approximately I000 lb. per sec. on
all tests).
c. Dynamic energy input per square inch of tube area.
d. Material - 2024-T3 aluminum tubing was used.
e. Geometry of franged end of the tube. The ends of all
tubes were full thickness, cut perpendicular to the length
of the tube, and polished.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Instrumentation
All static tests were carried out on a Baldwin 60,000 lb.
universal test machine. The load was measured by a calibrated
strain gage, i0,000 lb., load cell; and amplified and read by a
Minneapolis-Honeywell recording oscillograph (Fig. I). Tube
deformations were measured by a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) with a 6-in. stroke and read by the osci]lo_raph.
All dynamic tests were conducted on a drop-test facility which has
the capability of impacting the test specimen with any mass up to
300 lb. from any height up to 25 ft. For these tests, an impacting
mass of 107 lb. was selected. Dynamic load-versus-time traces and
deformation-versus-time traces were taken by the same equipment as
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used on the static tests. In the dynamic test facility, an impacting
plunger was provided to impart, as nearly as possible, a vertical
impact stroke to the specimen (Fig. 2).
Typical load-versus-time and tube deformation-versus-time
oscillograph traces are given in Figs. 3 and 4. From these traces
load-deformation curves for each test can be developed and analyzed.
Dies
As stated in the Introduction, dies were manufactured in two
lots. A sketch of the cross section of a die is given in Fig. 5.
Each die's reference number and dimensions are given in Table I.
Preliminary Data
As of the wrlting of this report, data are still being taken and
analyzed. Therefore, no conclusions nor recommendations can yet be
made. The data presented herein are presented to exhibit the
progress of the research.
The data reported herein include selected dynami= f_ng_ng-ln_d
versus tube-franging-deformation plots. The_e are given in Pigs.
6, 7, and 8.
Several points should be noted on these figures. First, the
average franging load is plotted for each deformation, with the
exception that the initial peak franglng load is shown. The load-
deformation phenomenon i_ hlghly irregular. At the initial peak
load, the tube fractures by franging at the die end, causing the load
to drop momentarily. As the franging continues, the load vacillates
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Fig, 1 S t z t F c  Tcst Instrumentation 
1 '  I 
Fig. 2 Vertical Impact 
Stroke Device For Drop 
Test Impact Facility 
Fig.  3 Typical  Osc i l lograph  Trace From S t a t i c  T e s t  Showing Def lec t ion  vs. Time And 
Load vs. T i m e  
Fig.  4 Typical  Osci l lograph Trace From Dynamic T e s t  Showing Def lec t ion  vs. T i m e  
and Load vs. Time 
Fig. 5 Cross-Sectional View of Die
Table 1 Die Reference Numbers& Dimensions
Die
Reference
Number
T
IA
IB
3/4A
3/4B
I/2A
I/2B
2a
(in.)
0.863
0.875
0.660
0.665
0.431
0.404
_r
(in.)
0.206
0.201
0.171
0.183
0.174
0.169
12,000
D
0
!
Die - IA
l_pact Maas - 107 ibs.
Height of Drop - 72 in.
2024-T3 Alumillum
I0,000 i" O.D. X .065" wall
Peak Load Length - 6.0"
8,000I_ "N'- Specimen 6-29-2
 'O00II
4,000
2,000
0
Average Energy Absorbed
per in=h of tube length = 6920
iB.
! ! l I ! t ! !
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Tube Franging Deformation - in.
Fig, 6 Dynamic Franging Load versus Franglng
Deformation of Aluminum Frangible
Tube - I" O.D. X .065" Wall on Die IA.
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=
=
o
I
o
oO
oO
I0,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
Load
0.2
Die - 3/4A
Impact Macs - 107 ibs.
Drop Height - 41"
2024-T3 Aluminum
3/4" O.D. X .049 Wall
Length -- 4.51"
Specimen 6-30-6
Average Load
Average Energy Absorbed in lb.
per unit of Tube Length = 3170 _
0.4 0.6 0.8
Tube Franging Deformation - in.
1.0
Fig. 7 Dynamic Franging Load versus Franging
Deforlrmtion of Aluminum Frangible
Tube - 3/4" O.D. X .049 Wall Die 3/4A.
12000
o
l
0
10000
8000
6OO0
4000
2000
0
0
Die - II2A
Impact Ma_s -107 Ibs.
Drop Height - 26 "
2024-T3 Aluminum
I/2" O.D. X .049" Wall
Length - 3.01"
Specimen 6-30-9
_ad
erage Load /
per inch/ Averag_ E_r_b_b_ = 2850
i I i I I I I I
.2 .4 .6 .8
Tube Franging Deformation - in.
in. it
in.
Fig. 8 Dynamic Franging Load versus Franging
Deform_tlion of Aluminum Frangible
Tube 1/2" O.D. X .049" Wall on Die I/2A.
up and down, varying in magnitudes of 2000 or more pounds. Conse-
quently, for the purposes of data analysis, the average franging
forces are plotted. Another important point to note is the peak
franging force for each tube size. These forces are being analyzed
and will be discussed in detail in the next report. The last point
which should be noted from the figures is the average energy absorbed
per inch of tube length. In terms of energy dissipation, this
parameter is highly significant. It, too, will be further analyzed.
CLOSURE
In this progress report the scope and extent of the experimental
research program now underway at Texas A&MUniversity have been
presented. Also, selected dynamic franging-load versus tube-
franging-deformation plots were given and briefly d_1_od to show
the type of infozmation being gathered and analyzed.
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SOLUTIONS OF ELASTICITY PROBLEMS USING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
OBTAINED EXPERImeNTALLY
Pr_]_t InvestigatOr:
Dr. J. G. H. Thompson, Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
I. Introduction
The object of this research is to develop a rapid method of
calculating stresses in irregular-shaped bodies. It is intended
to provide a practical means for solution of difficult stress-
analysis problems which are not investigated today because of
the great time and cost involved.
II. Present Status
Mr. Darl Droste, under Dr. Thompsones supervision, is
_tudylng a conductive sheet method of producing stress trajec-
tories. Dr. Thompson is developing digital computer solutions
of plane elastic problems. After a brief summary of the digital
i
computer program, the remainder of this report will discuss
Mr. Drostets study of a conductive sheet method of producing stress
trajectories.
The digital computer program is designed to solve a set of
partial differential equations. It is well known that if all
surface stresses are known along the periphery of a plane stress
problem and a solution can be found for the equilibrium equations
and compatibility eondltions at every point in the field, the
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values of the state of stress at every interior point of the field
can be established. Since in practice it is not always convenient
to get number values for these internal stresses, the capabilities
of a large digital computer may be utilized to supply them rapidly
but approximately. Care must be taken, however, to obtain results
sufficiently accurate for a given need.
Three basic steps are employed in each solution;
i. _ke a reasonable assumption of the surface stresses.
This can be done with little real difficulty. Estimation of the
surface tangential stresses is not so easy, and often the first
estimate of these will not be satisfactory.
2. By satisfying the two conditions of static equilibrium,
namely, vF = 0 and _M = O, at each of many interior cuts of the
body and by suitably relating the stress values produced at each
interval point by consideration of different cuts going through
that point, obtain a starting estimate of each interval stress in
the body.
3. Modify these interval stress values so as to preserve
_F = 0 and _M = 0 at each cut of the body but also satisfy the
equilibrium equations and compatibility conditions at each point
in the body.
When the above steps have been carried out, a second set of
estimates of surface radial and tangential stresses can be made.
Work done so far indicates that the second approximation of surface
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stresses is more realistic than the first. The steps are repeated
with succeeding estimates until results are refined to the desired
degree of convergence.
Though results suggest that the program will converge, no
proof of convergence has yet been developed. Instead of rigorous
proof of convergence a practical test will be undertaken by running
this program for a number of different problems. It is felt that
a sufficient variety of problems will reveal whether or not the
program will in fact converge. Though the theoretical treatment
of convergence will not be ignored, it will not be the objective
of this investigation.
A separate phase of this research project is _. Droste's
efforts to provide a better way to obtain stress trajectories.
Electrically conductive paper is used to produce a set of stress
trajectories quickly and accurately. Although the method has
been used for some time, it has been difficult to apply. A set
of practical rules has now been developed which simplify its
application and extend its use to more complicated problems.
An analogy between stress trajectories and a potential field has
been used to do this.
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The basis for an analogy between stress trajectories in
a two-dlmenslonal elastic field and the equlpotential and flow
lines in an electric field is indicated in a paper by P. S.
Theocaris.* He sets forth a technique to apply this analogy
and illustrates his methods by finding the stress trajectories
of a plane strip in tension due to a uniform load on one end
and a pin in a hole at the other. This problem is complicated
by the fact that two isotropic points exist on the boundary of
the hole.
Close examination of the stress trajectories Theocarls
obtained reveals that his two families are not always orthogonal.
This has to be an error for the two families of stress
trajectories have to be orthogonal. It is this non-orthogonality
that has prompted an investigation leading to the development
of a more consistent and exact technique.
The first step in the research investigation was to obtain
a correct set of stress trajectories for the pinned-strlp-in-
tension problem by some other method. The method chosen was
photoelastlcity and a correct set of stress trajectories was
subsequently obtained. As was expected the photoelastically
determined set of stress trajectories differed from the set
presented by Theocarls.
* A later paper by Theocarls gave a more consistent set of
stress trajectories that agreed with photoelastlclty for the
plnned-strlp-ln-tenslon problem. However, Theocarls still refers
to his first paper for technique and no additional information
is given as to construction of the electric analog.
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Analysis of the stress trajectories revealed the errors
in the Theocaris technique and made possible an extension of
his method to handle =any more practical plane stress problems.
It is known that a free boundary (unloaded boundary) or
a perpendicularly loaded boundary of a two dimensional stress
field will have a stress trajectory of one family coincident
with it and a stress trajectory of the conjugate family
perpendicular to it. In the electrical analogy a boundary
maintained at constant potential will correspond to an
equipotential, and the current must flow into or out of this
boundary in a perpendicular manner. Similarly an insulated
boundary requires the equipotentials determined by the
potential function to be perpendicular to the boundary and
the direction of current flow to be parallel with the boundary.
It is stated by Theocaris that sufficient analogy exists
to justify using analogous boundary conditions in an electric
field to simulate boundaries of the stress trajectory field.
In many cases of leading, shear forces on a boundary can be
neglected. Thus one family or the other of the stress trajec-
tories may be taken as perpendicular to the boundaries. Due
to the orthogonal relationship between the two families of stress
trajectories one of the families must also coincide with the
boundaries. The relationship of the stress trajectories to the
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boundaries in the two dimensional stress field may then be simulated
in the electrical analog by the use of either highly conductive
electrodes or insulation on the boundaries of the electric field.
Points where a boundary changes from coincidence with one
family of stress trajectories to coincidence with the other family,
or points where a boundary coincident with a given family is
intersected by a single trajectory of the same family, are known
as isotropic points (these points will be discussed in detail
later in the report). These points must be determined by some
method (e.g. Photoelasticity) so that they may be incorporated
in the electrical analogy.
Basically Theocaris _ technique to set up the electrical analogy
requires determination of the portions of the boundary of a plane
stressed region belonging to a given family of stress trajectories.
In most cases this must be accomplished by the use of photo-
elastic methods. A conductive sheet is then cut to the same
shape as the plane region and electrodes are applied to the
portion of the boundary belonging to a given family. The two
extreme trajectories of the family are then determined and a
potential is applied to the corresponding electrodes. No
potential is externally applied to the electrodes on the
boundaries belonging to intermediate stress trajectories of the
family. The equipotentials are then traced using a bridge
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circuit. Symmetry could be used to reduce the problem size by
dividing the region considered into smaller regions on a line of
symmetry.
The problems in the Theocaris technique arise primarily
in his failure to supply the intermediate electrodes with
voltage. Each intermediate boundary not supplied with the
correct potential will introduce an additional unwanted
Isotropic point into the potential field.
In elasticity there are two basic types of Isotropic polnts--
the interlocking type (positive type) and the asymptotic type
(negative type). Figures i through _ are sketches of these
types of isotropic points and the surrounding stress trajectories
for isotr_pic points located both in the interior of a stressed
region and cn a boundary or line of symmetry of a stressed
region. Solid and dashed line_ have been used to indicate the
two different orthogonal families.
These points loc_ted on the boundary of a stressed field
are simulated on the boundary of a potential fle[d by the use
of electrodes and insulators, When an intermediate boundary
electrode is not externally supplied w£t1_ po_entlal in _he
electrical analog and allo_ed to seek its oxvn potential _=vel,
and isotropic point of the form shown in Figure _ wi_l arise
ecuewhere on this boundary. In Figure b the solid lines
represent equipotentials and it should be noted that the
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Fig. I - Interlocking isotropic
point in interior of region.
Fig. 3 - Asy_totic isotropic point
(3 asymptotes) in interior of
l_LOne
.... LZY 
Fig. 2 - Interlocking isotropic
point on a boundary or a line of
symmetry.
Fig. 4 - Asymptotlc isotropic
point (3 asymptotes) on a boundsry
or on a line of symmetry.
".,',;,"".,-_1"r/g.,'.,,',',.,,
Fig. 5 - _%symptotic Isotropic
point (4 _s_tes) in interior
or rgEione
///.S
Fig 6 - Asymptotic isotropic point
(4 asy_tes) on a boundary or
on a line of s_ry.
boundary equipotential is intersected by an equlpotential of the
same potential level at the isotropic point, All other equi-
potentials are asymptotic to these equipotentials. In some
cases this configuration may be desired; however, in the
pinned-strip-in-tension problem it was not.
Applying an external voltage source to the boundary shown
in Figure b will cause the asymptotic isotropic point to change
position on the boundary. If the potential is adjusted to the
correct value, the isotropic point can be moved down the
boundary electrode until it is located at one edge of the elect-
rode (i.e., where an insulated boundary starts and the boundary
electrode ends). When the potential of the intermediate
boundary is so adjusted, the equipotential configuration will
be that shown in Figure 4. Therefore, when a boundary is
known to have an isotropic point of the type shown in Figure
4, the potential on the adjacent electrode must be adjusted to
the proper value.
The isotropic point of the form shown in Figure 2 will
always result at the junction of an equipotential and an
insulated boundary, unless the potential of the equipotential
boundary is adjusted_s indicated in the previous paragraph
to obtain an isotropic point of the form shown in Figure 4.
By careful analysis of the isotropic points a technique has
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been developed for construction of electric analogs to determine
stress trajectories in a plane elastic field. In summary this
technique is as follows:
1. The two-dlmenslonal region must have free boundaries
or boundaries subjected to normal stresses or point loads in
order to apply the analogy. A point load or a normal distributed
stress will be the type of loading or a good approximation of the
type of loading of the majority of plane stress problems.
2. The plane region must be simply connected. If it is
not it can be made so by making a cut through to the internal
boundaries. The sides of the cut now become boundaries of the
simply connected region and thus the cuts must be made so that
one family or the other of the stress trajectories is now
coincident with the sides of the cut. Thus the cuts must be
made along stress trajectories. A llne of symmetry is a good
choice on which to make this cut, since a llne of symmetry
must belong to one family or the other of the stress trajectories.
If no symmetry exists, the stress trajectory to cut into an
internal boundary must be determined by some other means, such
as by photoelasticlty.
3. The location and type of isotroplc points, if any exist,
in the region or on the boundary of the region must now be
determined. This can sometimes be done by inspection; however,
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the use of photoelastic isochromatic fringe patterns and
isoclinic fringe patterns is necessary for complex shapes.
4. When an isotropic point of the form shown in Figure I
occurs internally in a region, the equipotential in an electrical
analogy would have to be discontinuous at that point. Therefore
these points must be removed from the region since such an
equipotential configuration can not exist. Removal of these
points once again makes the region multiply connected and another
cut must be made as discussed in part 2. In many cases an iso-
tropic point of the type shown in Figure I will occur on a llne
of symmetry and cutting the region on this line will result in
the form of isotropi¢ point shown in Figure 2. In some cases
an entire llne of isotropic points will occur (e.g., pure
bending). In this case the entire line must be cut from the
region.
5. Two models are now cut from conductive sheet to the
same configuration as the desired two dimensional stress field
with the boundary modification indicated in the previous
steps. On one model parts of a boundary belonging to a given
family of stress trajectories are made into an electrode by
the use of silver conductive paint. The unpainted boundaries
are thus insulated by the air. On the other model the parts
of the boundary belonging to the conjugate set of stress
trajectories are made into electrodes in a similar manner.
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Points on the boundary subjected to a point load can be
approximated by a small clrcular area.
_. The electrodes corresponding to the two extreme equl-
potentlals of a given family are then connected across a
potentlal source (e.g., a battery). The intermediate electrodes
are then each connected to the movable contact on separate
precision potentlometers. The end contacts of the potentlo-
meters are then connected across the potentlal source.
7. The potentlal of the intermediate electrodes is now
adjusted via the potentiometers to obtain the known Isotroplc
point configuration. This will be a step by step process if
there is more than one intermediate boundary electrode, since
the potentlal on one electrode will have some effect on the
equlpotentlal configuration around the other electrodes.
8. Using a bridge circuit with a D.C. scope as the
balance indicator and a precision potentlometer as the reference,
the equlpotentlals in the conductive sheet can qulckly be
traced very accurately.
Consider, for example, a ring subjected to a diametrical
compressive force. Using the technique previously set forth,
the synanetry of the problem enables consideration of only one °
quarter of the ring to apply the electrlcal analogy. Figure
8 shows p and q stress trajectories obtained by the electrlcal
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analogy and the electrical model used to obtain the q family
of stress trajectories. The segment considered includes three
Isotropic points on the boundary. Two are of the form shown
in Figure 4 and one is of the form shown in Figure 2. Note
also the excellent orthogonallty obtained at al__!Ipolnts in the
field.
The presented technique has been applied to the problems
of a square plate in compression on a diagonal, a clrcular
ring in compression on a diameter, a beam in pure bending, a
split ring in compression across the split end, and a pinned
strip in tension. The results have been in very good agreement
wlth theory and published findings experimentally determined
by other methods.
Once the configuration of the stress trajectories is
known, it can be used to separate the principal stresses and
the principal stress difference data obtained, from the
isochromatlc fringe pattern obtained from photoelastieity.
The photoelastlc method used to obtain this separation
requires the use of the isoclinic fringe patterns. At best
the Isoclinle fringes are very hard to determine accurately,
especially in the vicinity of isotropic points. However, the
stress trajectories determined by the electric analog are
very clearly defined, thus providing a more accurate
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separation of the principal stresses.
Theocarls develops an approximate method to determine the
differential parameter of the first order for the functions
determining the stress trajectories. He then transforms the
Lam_-Maxwell equations into a form whereby the dlfferential
parameter of the first order is used in a step by step process
to separate the principal stresses along a stress trajectory.
The signs involved in the process outlined by Theocarls
present a problem and efforts have been made to find a more
consistent way to perform the separation process done by
Theocarls without the use of the differential parameter of
the first order. Using a relation given by Frocht, a
method has been developed to use the radius of curvature of
the stress trajectories and the incremental distance along
the stress trajectories to separate the principal stresses.
Numerically the method developed is identical to that of
Theocaris_ however, the Lamb sign conventions can now be
easily applied. At the present time these equations are
being analog determined stress trajectories to separate the
principal stresses. The equation has been checked on one
problem with very good agreement. Other problems are now
being considered.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY PROJECT # I0
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLID PROPELLANT OXIDIZER SUSPENSIONS
CHARACTERISTICSOFSOLID,PROPELLANT OXIDIZER SUSPENSIONS
Project Investigators: •
Dr. P. T. Eubank
Department of Chemical Engineering
Mr. B. F. Fort
Graduate Assistant
Independent experimental measurement of shear stress versus
shear rate with a rotational viscometer and of pressure drop versus
volumetric flow rate in a pipe apparatus has been completed for the
aqueous solutions of two polymers at 25°C. The polymers, polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) and sodium carboxylmethylcellulose (CMC)_ were present
in solutions of 0-7% by weight.
It is the principal object of this project_to find a single
numerical method or rheological equation of state that will convert
viscometer to pipe data without the occurrence of errors greater than
4% for all pseudoplastic, time-independent liquids. Rotational
viscometer results are integrated via the Rabinowitsch equation to
produce calculated pipe results. Deviation of the calculated from
the experimental pipe data results from (I) experimental viscometer
error, (2) experimental pipe apparatus error, and (3) integration
procedure error. The latter error depends on the numerical integra-
tion technique used or theological model assumed.
Progress to Date
I. Numerical
This project has used three different integration procedures:
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(a)
(c)
A strictly numerical method based on an overlapping
parabola fit of experimental data. I
The standard Newton-Coates equations for numerical inte-
gration by polynomial fit.
A new equation of state,
T -- A _S ec _ (1>
which has fit all experimental data thus far obtained to
a high degree of accuracy. This equation may be integrated
analytically by the Rabinowitsch equation to yield
_R = _TW -(_ + _I _1(.i) i'l ¢_-I _ 3B-J+113C
= W J=l
(2)
or
if 3B = integer.
- 3B+---2 (-1)i YW 3B_+ (3)
i=2 =
if 3B # integer.
The relative merit of the three methods is presently under study
utilizing the experimental PVA and CMC data and also by the assumption
of ideal power-law, Ellis, and Reiner-Philllppoff model fluids.
Final data and results on this investigation will be available by
I September 1965.
I Osinski, C. A., M. S. Thesis, Texas A&M University, 1963, College
Station, Texas
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2. Experimental
An improvement has been made in the rotational vlscometer whereby
readings may be obtained at any intermediate angular velocity of the
bob. The original unit was limited to eight fixed speeds.
Both the rotational and pipe apparatus have been revised for
data procurement over the temperature range, 25-I00°C. A constant
temperature bath has been constructed around the rotational visco-
meter, and the pipe apparatus kettle and tubes have been Jacketed
for hot water.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY PROJECT # 11
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS
Project Investigators
Dr. Charles F. Squire, Associate Dean for Science,
Principal Investigator
Mr. Tom W. Adair, III, NASA Graduate Fellow
Mr. R. Zamecki, Graduate Fellow
Mr. E. Sharp, Graduate Fellow
I. Introduction
The new magnetic property reported by Adair and Squire I on a
number of single crystals of LiF has been extended in the present
work to include 13 crystals of NaCl, 5 of KCI, and 6 of LiF. Con-
siderably more information has resulted from the exper_m_n_e _epo_u
ed herein and we are ready to attribute the new effect to lattice
imperfections such as dislocations or certain types of vacancies
in these high purity, optical quality, single crystals of alkali
halides. Gammel 2 gave a phenomenological interpretation of the
original experiments and the major features of his theory are con-
firmed by the present more extensive study.
Briefly recapitulating, the experimental arrangement was a 3/4
inch diameter by i inch long cylindrical sample of alkali halide
which was suspended along its cylindrical axis to form a sensitive
I
T. W. Adair, III and C. F. Squire, Phys. Rev. 13_._7,949 (1965)
2 J. L. Gammel, Phys. Rev. 137, 951, (1965)
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torsion pendulum (see Figure i of Reference I). This pendulum
system, known as a torque magnetometer, was arranged so that the
crystal sample was in the uniform and constant magnetic field of a
12-inch diameter pole-face magnet. A small torque, M x B, was the
unexpected result when a steady field, B, was applied. The torque
depended on the orientation, 0, of the magnetic field relative to the
crystalline axes and torque curves indicated the requirement of
uniaxial anisotropy. It was observed that this torque could be
increased by X-irradiation and could be decreased by heat annealing.
The angular frequency, _ , of the pendulum was observed to be modu-
lated by the direction, 0, which the magnetic field made with the
basic cubic crystal lattice such that a maximum and a minimum always
corresponded to the field direction along a (I00) axis of the crystal.
The data taken corresponded to an equation for the angular frequency:
= _o + wl(m) + w2(B) cos 2(e - _) (I)
The present work was undertaken to answer a number of questions
and to investigate the new magnetic effect in other alkali halides.
The results will surely convince the severest critic that we are
dealing with something quite basic and not an impurity of pure iron
or similar ferromagnetic substance.
II. Experimental Results
The torque measurements were made on the very sensitive torsion
pendulum system described in our previous publicatlon I. Each milli-
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meter of deflection of the light beam on the ground glass scale was
the result of a torque of the order 1.4 x 10 -4 dyne-centimeters.
When a sample in the "as received" condition 3 from Harshaw Chemical
Company or from Optovac Company was suspended in the uniform magnetic
field, a torque which varied with the orientation of the field re-
lative to the crystalline axes was observed.
Crystalline axes were determined by x-ray diffraction. Fig. 1
shows the deflection on the galvanometer scale and therefore the
torque as a function of the field orientation relatlve to the
crystalline axis for the sodium chloride sample NaCI-7 in a magnetic
fleld of 220 G. Arrows at the bottom of the figure indicate positions
of the magnet for which the field was along a crystalline 100
direction. Therefore, the extremes of the torque correspond to
positions of the magnetic fleld along crystalline 110 dlrectio,s.
The curve generated by the data points has a periodicity of 180
degrees. These data will be discussed in terms of a torque arising
from a magnetic susceptibility that is differenL along one axis
(e.g., the x-axls) than along another (e.g., the y-axis). Note,
however, that the curve described by the sin 2@ dependence has a
small steady bias to the left in order to fit the data points.
After these measurements were made, the magnetic induction was
The crystal has never been in a magnetic field greater than the
earth's field and has never been exposed to any significant
ionizing radiation.
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increased to a value of 3500 G. Then the field was reduced to zero,
and measurements in 220 G. were obtained. The results, of these
measurements are shown in Fig. 2 which now shows a sin @ dependence.
The curve in this figure has a periodicity of 360 degrees with the
extremes of the torque approximately 90 degrees on either side of
the position at which the 3500 G. was applied. The magnitude of the
torque has been increased, and it appears as if the crystal has been
given a permanent magnetization. The data curves will be discussed
in terms of a flxed-to-the-lattice residual magnetization M .
O
The permanent moment can be reduced by a standard demagnetizing
technique: the magnet is set at a position and the field adjusted
to I000 G, the magnet is turned off and rotated 180 degrees, the
field is now adjusted to 900 G, the magnet is again turned off and
rotated 180 degrees, the field adjusted to 800 G, etc.
As the field is increased from B = 200 G to large values
(B ffi400 G, B = 600 G, etc.) the curve gradually regains the sin 2Q
dependence. Curves that illustrate this gradual return are shown
in Fig. 3 on a sample which had been strongly magnetlzed. In Fig. 3a
the deflection as a function of field orientation is shown for a
measuring field of 185 G and the curve produced has a periodicity
of 360 degrees with the two extremes 180 degrees apart. Next the
measuring field was increased until B was 350 G and the measurements
repeated. Fig. 3b shows that the two extremes have moved until they
are only 120 degrees apart. It is seen in Fig. 3c that, when the
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magnetic induction was increased to 240 G, two small additional
peaks about 70 degrees apart appeared and the two major peaks were
shifted to about I00 degrees apart. In Fig. 3d, where B has been
raised to 650 G, the maxima and minima are 90 degrees apart 3 and the
maxima are approaching the same value (125 mm left), and the minima
are approaching the same value (20 mm right). Finally, Fig. 3e
shows that for B = 760 G the periodicity is again 180 degrees,
that each maximum is 90 degrees from the adjacent minimum, and that
the maxima are equal and the minima are equal.
_Figs. 3a through 3e all illustrate data curves which are not
symmetric about the zero deflection axis, but are shifted toward
left deflection, as was always the case if the data points were taken
after the magnet was shifted to eachmeasuring position by a clock-
wise movement. If the magnet were shifted to the measuring poslt_ons
by a counter clockwise movement the curves would be shifted an equal
amount to the right. Both effects were illustrated for LiF in Fig. 4
of reference I and are illustrated for KCl in Fig. 4 of this paper.
The data points of the lower curve were taken after clockwise shifts
and those of the upper, after counterclockwise shifts. Such
hysteresis-type effects are caused by the lack of complete alignment
of the fixed moment with the magnetic field that was used for the
torque measurements. Both curves have a periodicity of 180 degrees
since B was 1000 G -- i.e. well above the range of transition,
Similar data were obtained for all 24 crystals. The amplitudes of
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modulation of the curves in Fig. 4 are equal and are defined as d 2
and the displacements of the curves from the zero axis are equal and
are defined as d 1. All of the crystal samples except one were cut
with the cylindrical axis along a 100 crystalline direction. The
exception was a lithium fluoride sample (LiF-5) which was cut with
its cylindrical axis along a 111 crystalline direction. Even
though the crystal is cut differently, its torque-fleld orientation
curve is slm/lar to the curves for the other crystals -- i.e. the
curves have a 180 ° periodicity.
The torque exerted on the crystals in the uniform magnetic
field resulted in changes in the angular frequency of the pendulum.
In zero field the pendulum system oscillated with a natural
frequency w o. Application of a magnetic field increased this
frequency by an amount that depended on the orientation of the field
relative to the crystalline axes. This was shown in Fig. 2 of
reference 1 for LiF. Similar results that satisfied equation (I)
were obtained for KCI and NaCI.
The quantity d I was defined as the amount the modulated torque
curve was shifted from the zero axis and the quantity d2 was defined
as the amplitude of the modulated curve. Both are functions of the
magnetic field. The quantity d I is a linear function of B for B
less than about 600 G. Fig. 5 shows this displacement as a function
of the magnetic _nduction for potassiumchlorlde sample KCI-I. In
Fig. 6 the amplitude d 2 of the modulated curve is plotted as a
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function of the square of the magnetic induction for the sodium
chloride sample NaCI-1. It is seen that d2 varies as the square of
the magnetic field.
Sample NaCl-lO was a sodium chloride crystal 2.54 cm (one inch)
long and 3.18 cm (i-_ inches) in diameter. After torque measure-
ments were made on this sample and the value for d 2 obtained, the
crystal was carefully removed and placed in a clean microlathe. The
radius was reduced from 1.58 cm to 1,38 cm with the lathe_ and then
several thousandths of an inch were removed with distilled water.
The crystal was replaced in the pendulum and the value of d2 obt_n_A
for this new radius. This procedure was repeat_cl to Dbtml-- value8
of d2 for radii of 1.11, 0.83, and 0.59 cm. The results of these
measurements are shown in Fig. 7 where d2 is plotted as a function
of the square of the radius. A fairly good straight line can be
drawn through the data points with the exception of one point. Thus
the torque is proportional to the square of the radius of the crystal
sample, and the magnetization is a bulk property of the crystal and
not a surface effect. Specifically these experiments would seem to
remove doubts about a speck of pure iron on the surface.
Data were taken at liquid nitrogen temperature (T ffi78°K),
liquid methane temperature (T = lll°K) as well as at room temperature
(T = 295°K). Fig. 8 shows the torque-field orientation curve for
these three temperatures. The value of the amplitude of the modulated
curve d 2 remained approximately the same when the temperature was
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varied. However, the shift of the curve from the zero axls d 1
increased as the temperature was lowered. The insert in Fig. 8
shows the values of d I for the three temperatures.
A number of measurements were taken to insure that the observed
effect was a property of the crystal and not of the associated
equipment. Data were obtained from a suspended crystal. The crystal
was then carefully removed from the support rod and rotated a known
amount (e.g., 30 degrees ). It was replaced on the support rod and
the measurements repeated. The data were found to have shifted by
the same amount (i.e._ 30 degrees). This procedure was repeated
several times with the same positive results.
Next a crystal was suspended in the field without the use of
DuPont glue. The support rod was forced into a small hole drilled
in the end of the crystal and the results for this method of support
were found to be the same as the results when the glue was used.
All crystals were carefully handled. However, for added assur-
ance several were washed in water, alcohol, and acetone between
measurements. This special washing had no effect on the observed
data.
Finally, an alpha source was placed in the sample chamber to
reduce or remove any built up electric charge. This also had no
effect on the observed data. Details can be obtained from the
Dissertation submitted by the author to the Graduate College of
Texas A&MUniversity for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
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III. Discussion of Results
The resultant torque, M x B, that acts on these alkali halide
crystals in a uniform magnetic field may be described as a combina-
tion of two torques -- one caused by the interaction of the field
with an induced moment and the other by the interaction of the field
with a permanent moment. If a crystal in the "as received" condition
is placed in the field, the induced moment is predominant (see Fig. i),
but if the crystal is placed in a large field (e.g., 3500 G) before
the measurements are made, the permanent moment is predominant (see
Fig. 2). The application of the large field causes the torque due
to the permanent moment to become large enough to overshadow that
caused by the induced moment.
The 180 degree periodicity of the curve in Fig. 1 can be under_
stood if it is assumed that the susceptibility is different along
the X-axis than it is along the Y-axis. A crystal with such an
anlsotropic susceptibility would yield a torque curve similar to that
of Fig. i, An equation for this torque is (in MKS units):
H2
Torque = -I/2V _o (Xx - Xy) sin 20 (2)
where V is the volume of the sample, _o is the permeability of
free space, H is the field, and O is the angle between the field
and the x-axis 4. This torque equation gives a value of about 10-9
per unit volume for X x - Xy for the observed data. If it is
4 L. F. Bates, Modern MaKnetism (Cambridge, 1961), Chapter 4, p. 161.
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assumed that this anisotropy is due to the 1013 atoms per cm 3 around
dislocations 5 then the effective susceptibility per unit volume of
these atoms would have to be about unity and we would demand more
dislocation lines along the x-axis than along the y-axis. In view
of the cooperative behavior leading to permanent moments, this
( X = l) seems reasonable. If the anisotropy is assumed to be
caused by a magnetic center that has a susceptibility of about 10-5
per unit volume then it would take about 1017 per cm 3 of these
centers to have a susceptibility of 10 "9. This number (1017) is
3
approximately the number of point defects per cm in the alkali
halide crystals. Only certain clusters of vacancies might be
expected to have the anisotropy required.
The 360 degree periodicity of the curve in Fig. 2 can be under-
stood if it is assumed that the crystal has a permanent magnetic
moment that is coupled to the lattice. The two maxima then co_eepo_d
to positions where the magnetic field is perpendicular to the
permanent moment. When the field is increased above 400 G, this
coupling breaks down and the moment shifts to a position parallel to
or nearly parallel to the field direction. For measurements in
5 According to W. G. Johnson and J. J. Gilman, J. Applied Phys. 30,
129 (1959) there are about 5 x 104 dislocations per cm2 in LiF
crystals as received from Harshaw Chemical Company and therefore
there are about 1013 atoms per cm 3 adjacent to these dislocations.
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fields greater than about 600 G the magnetic moment shifts until it
is almost aligned with the field and is thus responsible for the
shift dI of the modulated torque curve in Fig. 4. Since it was
observed that for small values, say less than 400 Gauss_ of the
field the deflection dI was a linear function of the induction, the
magnetic moment that causes this deflection is field independent.
Since it was observed that the amplitude d 2 varies linearly with
B 2 (see Fig. 6), the magnetic moment that causes the modulated torque
(see Fig. 4) is field dependent (i.e. _ the magnetic moment is induced
in agreement with Equation (2).
The amplitude d 2 of the modulated torque-field orientation
curve is temperature independent -- at least from room temperature
(295°K) down to liquid nitrogen temperature (78°K). Fig. 8_ which
shows the torque data for the three temperatures -- 295°K, Ill°K,
and 78°K -- shows that the displacement d I of the modulated curve
from the zero axis changes when the temperature is lowered to 78°K.
The value of d I at 295°K is 13.5 mm_ the value at lll°K is 30.5 ram,
and the value at 78°K is 32 mm. This increase in dl, and therefore
the increase in the magnetic moment which is responsible for the
torque_ is characteristic of the permanent magnetization that is
described by the Bloch 6 T3/2 law. The Bloch equation for the
magnetization M at temperature T is
6 F. Bloch, Zeits. f. Physik, 61, 206 (1930)
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where Mo is the T = 0°K value of the magnetization and Tc is the
Curie temperature. If d 1 is assumed to be proportional to the magne-
tization M and if the value of d 1 at T ffi 78°K is assumed to be near
the value of d 1 at T = O°K, an approximate value for Tc can be
obtained. Equation 3, when the assumptions are made, gives a value
of about 425°K for the Curie temperature. The dashed curve in the
insert of Fig. 8 is a plot of the values obtained from Equation 3
for d1 where d1 has been assumed to be proportional to M and 425°K
has been used as the Curie temperature.
Finally we would indicate the known properties of point defe_Ls
and dislocations 7. Electrons may be liberated from the valence
band into the conduction band and they may be trapped by point defects
to form color centers and may be captured by dislocation lines 8.
Lidiard 9 and more recently Phariseau 10 have discussed the electro-
static potential around a dislocation line. It should be an inter-
esting theoretical problem to investigate whether electrons captured
by dislocation lines can have the magnetic properties described in
this present paper.
7
F. Seitz, Rev. Mod. Phys. 18, 384, (1946)
8 H. Kawamera and H. Okura, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 8, 161, (1959)
9 S. D. Eshelby, C. W. A. Newey, P. L. Pratt, and A. B. Lidiard,
Phil. Mag. _, 76, (1958)
I0 P. Phariseau, J. de Physique, 25, 868 (1964)
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY PROJECT NO. 13
"A STUDY OF CADMIUM ABSORPTION OF RESONANCE NEUTRONS
IN VARIOUS FOIL MATERIALS"
"A STUDY OF CADMIUM ABSORPTION OF RESONANCE NEUTRONS
IN VARIOUS FOIL MATERIALS"
Principal Investigators:
Dr. R. G. Cochran, Professor and Head, Nuclear Engineering
Department
Mr. J. E. Powell, Graduate Assistant
Mr. Robert T. Perry, Graduate Assistant
This is a final report of the research efforts concerning "A
Study of CadmlumAbsorptlon of Resonance Neutrons in Various Foil
Materials."
The project has now been carried to a successful conclusion and
a final technical paper is being prepared for publication.
A review of the theoretical and experimental results indicates
the high degree of validity that has apparently been obtained.
A standard technique for measuring low energy neutron fluxes is
the foil activation method where thin metal foils such as indium
are irradiated and then their radioactivity determined by counting,
the flux is calculated from the foil's activity. The portion of the
neutron spectrum to which an indium foil is sensitive can be divided
into a thermal region and a resonance region by use of a cadmium
filter. A bare foil gives the total flux and a cadmium covered foil
yields the resonance flux so that the thermal flux is given by
_th ffi0total - _res"
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The cadmium filter in addition to absorbing all of the thermal
neutrons also absorbs some of the resonance neutrons and to correct
for this effect it is necessary to define a cadmium correction factor
called Fcd. It is defined as the ratio of the activity of a loll with
a zero cadmium cover thickness to the activity of a foil covered with
an arbitrary thickness of cadmium.
To determine Fcd , a plot is made of the cadmium covered activity
versus cadmium cover thickness and the resulting curve is extrapolated
to the zero cover thickness activity. Fcd is then given by
A
Fcd _
A
cc
where Ao is the zero cover activity and Act is the arbitrary cover
activity. However, a plot of the resonance activity versus cadmium
cover thickness does not produce a curve that can be extrapolated
accurately so it is desirable to plot the resonance activity as some
function of the cadmium cover thickness so that a straight line
results.
For the case of an incident isotropic flux upon the cadmium
covered foils Powell and Walker (I) found that the resonance activity
should be plotted as a function of E3, (Tcd)- E3(Tcd + Tin) to get
the linear plot. However, no previous attempt has been made to find
the proper function for the case of an incident anisotropic flux.
To find this function it is desirable to derive a theoretical
expression for Fcd. This is done by calculating the activity of a
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cadmium covered foil and then taking the limit as the cadmium thickness
decreases to zero in order to obtain the zero thickness activity. The
ratio of these two activities gives a theoretical expression for Fcd.
The cadmium covered activity is calculated by taking the incident
neutron current and multiplying it by the probability that a neutron
will escape capture in the cover and be absorbed in the foil. Assuming
purely absorbing infinite slabs for the foils and covers the resultin8
expression becomes
de _ _yy 4(xl, y, E) e "Tedly(l-e "Tin/y) +
Acd = Ecd I 0
de 0 dyy 4(x4, y, E)e Ted/y (l-e Tin/y)
_Ecd .i -1
The T's are the foil and cover thickness in units of absorption mean
free paths ad 4(x, y, E) in the magnitude of the vector flux. Taking
the limit as Ted 0 the bare activity becomes
F _9 ,_ I -T
Ab cP= -gi _ecd } dyy 4(x 2, y, E) (l-e in/y) +
de ( 0 6
.idyy 4(x3, y, E) (l-e Tin/y) (2)Ecd
The various X i are shown in fig. I to obtain the flux anisotropy it
was aimed that a plane source of neutrons was at X=0.
Equations I and 2 cannot be solved until the flux is known for
the geometrical system shown in fig. I and to obtain it the integra-
differential Boltzman equation must be solved. To solve this equation
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use was made of Spencer's and Fano's method (2) which had been
used previously for x-ray transport problems but not for
neutron transport. The method consists of expanding the flux
in a series of Legendre polynomials and then expanding the
Lengendre coefficients in a series of orthognal polynomials
in the x variable. The expansions are
4(x,y,E) - _ 221+-------_INe(x,E) Pe (y) (3)
2
N (x,E) = e"Y(x) _ AenUn(Y)(X) I even (4)
e
n
= y(x) e -Y(x) _ Aen_ n (y)(X) I add (5)
n
The Aen are found by calculating the spatial movements of the
Legendre coefficients. These moments are defined by
ben 1 n= x Ne (x,E) dx (6)
,J
m
and the Aen are related to the ben by
m : " (E)
A_.E) = _._ _ m I (-l)V2vt b I, _v I even (7)
v=0 '
(E) m+l ! m+ v-1 (E)
Aen = v_l= !\ v/] ..(ml)(2V_I)"j bl,_.V--I I add (8)
To calculate the moments equation 3, is put into the Boltzman
equation and after simplification a set of integral equations
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for the ben results. These equations are solved numerically
and the Aen are calculated from equations 7 and 8. After
the Aen are found the N e are known and equations I and 2 can
be solved numerically. The experimental data is t_len plotted
as a function of Acd given by equation i. It was found that
by fitting the data in this moment a linear plot was obtained
and an accurate value of Fcd could be obtained.
The experimental data was obtained by irradiating
cadmium covered indium foils 2 cm in diameter with thicknesses
varying from 2 mils to 8 mils. The cadmium covers were I in.
in diameter and were .031 in., .042 in., .051 in., and .062
inches in thickness. The foils were irradiated at .25 in.,
.75 in., 1.25 in., 1.75 in., 2.25 in., 2.75 in., and 3.25 in.
out from a Pu-Be neutron source. A foil positioning device
was constructed out of lucite to accurately reposltion the
foils. This device is shown in fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the
positioning device with cadmium covered foil in place and
the source assembly. The foils were counted with a gamma
scintillation spectrometer which was equipped with a 3 in.
by 3 in. sodium iodide well crystal. The spectrometer is
shown in fig. 4. The foils were mounted in the well
crystal by use of a lucite ring which held the foils in
exactly the same position on the floor of the well. The
positioning ring is shown in fig. 5 which is a top view of the
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Figure 2 .  F o i l  P o s i t i o n i n g  Device 
Figure 3 .  F o i l  Positioning Device with Mounted Cadimum Covered 
Foil 2 inches from the Source. 
Figure 4 .  Gamma Scintillation Spectrometer Showing Shielded 
Well Crys ta l .  
. 
Figure  5. Top View of Well C r y s t a l  Showing F o i l  P o s i t i o n i n g  
Ring. 
well crystal.
After the data was taken it was plotted as a function of
Acd (equation I) and a least squares fit was performed on the
resulting data. The results of the determination of Fed are
shown in figure 6-12 where Fed is plotted as a function of
loll thickness for various distances from the source. It can
be seen from these curves that substantial agreement has been
obtained between theory and experiment except near the source
where the two deviate by approximately 4Z. It can also be seen
from figures 6-12 that Fcd is essentially independent of foll
thickness in the region near the source but that it varies
slightly with foil thickness as the distance between the source
and detector increases. Fed for a given foil thickness
decreases in value as the distance from the source increases.
These results will be of considerable assistance for
experlmentors making neutron flux measurements in arlsotropic
media such as nuclear reactor cores. The results of this
research are being submitted for publication in Nuclear
Science and Engineering.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of Experimental Values of Fcd
with Theoretical Values for x = 1. 75 in.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of Experimental Values of Fcd
with Theoretical Values for x = 3.25 in.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY PROJECT NO, I4
GAS DYNAMIC STUDIES IN
AN ARC-DRIVEN SHOCK TUBE
fGAS DYNAMIC STUDIES IN
AN ARC-DRIVEN SHOCK TUBE
Proiect InvestiqptorS
Richard E. Thomas, Associate Professor of Aerospace
En9ineering
George Lee Huebner, Jr., Associate Professor of Oceanog-
raphy and Meteorology and Senior Research Scientist
l. Summary
The design of the Texas A&M University (TAMU) arc-driven
shock tube is presently 60 per cent complete. The performance
estimates based on the selected configuration are finalized and
the hardware design has been specified. Acquislt!on of com-
ponents is expected to begin the first of August, 1965, and the
operation of the system is expected in December, 1965.
I!. Discussion
The configuration of the TAMU arc-driven shock tube was
selected to provide an aerodynamic test facility with maximum
operating range and flexibility consistent with budgetary limi-
tations. The system is intended for the study of fundamental
gas kinetics and vehicle aerodynamic problems encounted in high
speed flight, especially at high altitudes.
The facility will have the wave system shown schematically
in Figure ! and is to be powered by a 20,000 vo|t, 200,000 joule
capacitor bank which will discharge into a driver unit, filled
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F.Igure 1. The wave system and flow pattern in a
shock tube.
with helium and having a diameter of 6.35 cm (2.5 inches) and
a maximum length of 61 cm. (24 inches). The driver is to be
fitted with inserts which can decrease the length to 25.4 cm
(lO inches) increasing the energy density to provide higher
shock Hach numbers.
To minimize the effects of boundary layer and contact
surface turbulence which is heavily dependent on the diaphragm
opening process, the driven gas will expand in the TAHU facility
into a 30.5 cm (nominal 12 inches) diameter driven tube, 12.2m
(40 feet) long. The general layout of the facility is shown in
Figure 2.
The vacuum system will consist of a 16 inch diffusion
pump and a mechanical roughing pump of 61 liters per second
(140 ft 3 per minute) capacity. Based on the pumping capacity
of the system and the mechanization of the diaphragm holding
system (lead screw operated Gray-loc flange) it is estimated
that the facility could be operated every 30 minutes if desired.
Host generally longer times are required to assure proper con-
trol of gas conditions in the driven tube.
Using the physical characteristics described above the
performance of the facility has been estimated, a summary of
which is presented in Figure 2. These estimates were based on
the theory of the ideal shock tube {i)as modified by the experi-
ence of others (2) (3) (4) who have constructed similar devices.
I
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Thus, the estimates include the efficiencies typical for this
kind of system. Testing time estimates were based on Mirels
(5)
theory, it can be seen that the facility will be capable
of producing a wide range of test conditions, including duplication
of the conditions in the entry corridors of superorbital vehicles.
At the present time the design of the driver and diaphragm
system is essentially complete, as is the design of the supporting
structure for the facility, The entire design i,e. drawings of
a|i components, should be completed by ! August 1965 and hardware
should begin to appear at about the same time. Assembly of the
system should be completed and shakedown tests started in December
of 1965.
A building at the Texas A&M Research Annex has been allocated
to house the facility until such time as space is available in
the Space Research Center.
First tests will be arranged to evaluate uniformity and
repeatability of the flow and the operational ranges of the facility.
The first model tests will include heat transfer measurements for
comparison with results from other facilities.
The instrumentation system and the proposed initial research
studies in the facility are being carefully considered so as to
maximize the probability of research support outside of the current
grant. The utilization of such devices as lasers and electron
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beams is being examined along with the more standard Instrumentation
techniques, It is considered likely that the first study will
involve the examination of thermodynamic and chemical non-
equilibrium zones downstream of shock waves,
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RESEARCH IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
RESEARCH IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Project Investigators:
Dr. M. G. Rekoff, Jr., Department of Electrical Engineering
Mr. Donald F. Sellers, Graduate Assistant
Very limited support has been provided for research on a
Vibrating Momentum Exchange Device. This device is described
below.
The Vibrating Momentum Exchange Device is a device used to
develop a torque through the mechanism of a changing momentum
for the purpose of positioning artificial satellites in space.
Since in space there is nothing to push against, attitude
correction of the vehicle is generally accomplished by some form
of momentum exchange. The inertia wheel and the twin gyro are
well known examples of such devices.
The VMED as currently being developed in the Department of
Electrical Engineering enjoys some advantages over the two
aforementioned devices. Most importantly, there are no sliding
surfaces in the device. This fact infers that the device can
be operated in a hard vacuum without a special container. This
further implies that the supporting structure for the device
can be the vehicle frame itself.
The VMED consists of a mechanical tuned circuit with velocity
and position pick offs which are used to excite the electromagnetic
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forcers that drive the unit. A rough sketch of the device and
its allied electronics is shown in figure I.
The tuned mechanical circuit is a slender rod having a
relatively large mass on the end opposite the point of attach-
ment of the rod to the vehicle frame. In figure I, the x-axis
of this device forms a tuning fork oscillator where the
frequency of oscillation is determined by the spring and mass
of the mechanical circuit. This arrangement is necessary
because slight changes in temperature caused significant changes
in the circuit resonant frequency. Mechanical resonant
circuits have very high Q and a difference of 1% between driving
frequency and resonant frequency causes the mechanical circuit
to drop completely out of resonance. With this scheme the
driving frequency and the resonant frequency are always the
same.
The output axis of the Vi_ZD is the _ -axis where a torque
will be obtained if the center of the mass moves in a spiral,
resulting in a rate of change (increasing) in angular momentum
in the _ -axis. Rotation in one direction will give a torque
out of the mass and rotation in the opposite direction yields a
torque into the mass. A decrease in angular acceleration will
yield forces in the opposite directions.
The role of the Y-axis forcer is to provide displacements
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of the ms_a {n rh_ Y direction which dependen_ on an error
signal coming from a sensor determining the attitude of the
vehicle. Since a spiral motion is required there must be a
difference in the phase of the signals driving the X and Y axis.
Using a velocity pick off for one axis and a position pick off
for the other insures a perfect 90 ° displacement in phase of
there two signals. Thus the strength of the Y axis forcer is
determined by the error signal and the time that the force is
applied is determined by the V_D itself. Having the two
forces displaced 90 ° in space and 90 ° in time causes the mass
to move in a circular motion, much in the same fashion as the
f!_x rotates in a polyphase a-c machine.
The final design details are being worked out and testing
is currently under way.
This apparatus is being tested on an airbearing table
obtained on loan LTV Military Electronics Division of Ling-
Temco-Vought Inc. An optical pick off is on loan from Ames
Research Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
which is used to measure minute angular deflections of the
air bearing table.
Figure 2 is a photograph of the apparatus showing the
table, V_D, vernier balancing equipment, and optical pick off.
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